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Mum is #1 
in supporting daughters 

through yr 12 

Be the voice in your 

daughter’s life. 
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ell, as mum you are your daughter’s number one supporter, 

encourager and adult motivator for her big year in year 12. 

This is a big and often difficult year for girls.  So much may hinge on 

how well she does.  Future dreams and choices are being decided on the 

outcomes of this academic year. 

Research shows that a thoughful and caring mother is the bigResearch shows that a thoughful and caring mother is the bigResearch shows that a thoughful and caring mother is the bigResearch shows that a thoughful and caring mother is the biggest support that gest support that gest support that gest support that 

a daughter can rely on this year.a daughter can rely on this year.a daughter can rely on this year.a daughter can rely on this year.  Your attitudes, friendship, motherly concern 

and parental expectations can have a significantly positive influence over the 

coming months. 

One of your major assets as a mother will be your woman’s intuition, or gut 

feelings about your daughter’s state of mind and especially for having a grasp 

of what she is not teling you.  More on this later. 

 

W 
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The first priority you The first priority you The first priority you The first priority you 

have to accept is that have to accept is that have to accept is that have to accept is that 

you are likely to be you are likely to be you are likely to be you are likely to be 

more important in your more important in your more important in your more important in your 

daughter’s life and daughter’s life and daughter’s life and daughter’s life and 

aaaacademic success than cademic success than cademic success than cademic success than 

any teacher, role any teacher, role any teacher, role any teacher, role 

model, or friend.model, or friend.model, or friend.model, or friend.  The 

fact is, you are number 

one as a supporter and 

encourager this year. 

  

The real influences of a mother on her daughter’s approach to surviving and 
flourishing during year 12 often involve such basic elements as – information; information; information; information; 
feelings; experiences; values; and personal interactionsfeelings; experiences; values; and personal interactionsfeelings; experiences; values; and personal interactionsfeelings; experiences; values; and personal interactions. Mums need to initiate, Mums need to initiate, Mums need to initiate, Mums need to initiate, 
guide and ‘grow’ a climate in their family homes that follow shared goals, with guide and ‘grow’ a climate in their family homes that follow shared goals, with guide and ‘grow’ a climate in their family homes that follow shared goals, with guide and ‘grow’ a climate in their family homes that follow shared goals, with 
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underlying values appropriate to your daughter and the rest ofunderlying values appropriate to your daughter and the rest ofunderlying values appropriate to your daughter and the rest ofunderlying values appropriate to your daughter and the rest of    the family.the family.the family.the family.    
  
This type of family leadership is known as the ‘feminine’ model. It relies on the 
empowerment of your daughter. It involves turning from the traditional ‘hard’ 
methods of parenting to openness, honesty, trust and smooth communications. 
 
Validate your daughter’s emotions 

Emotions are a very important way for girls to tell people how they are feeling Emotions are a very important way for girls to tell people how they are feeling Emotions are a very important way for girls to tell people how they are feeling Emotions are a very important way for girls to tell people how they are feeling 

right now.right now.right now.right now. If a girls tells people how she feels, she creates change in her 

friendships, change in her relationships. When your daughter tells people how 

she feels, she is communicating what is really important for her, in other 

words, what she needs. 
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Girls struggle under the 

curse of the good girl.  

    

The good girl curse The good girl curse The good girl curse The good girl curse 

involves:involves:involves:involves:    

• The pressure to be The pressure to be The pressure to be The pressure to be 

nice all the time. nice all the time. nice all the time. nice all the time.     

• To be friends with To be friends with To be friends with To be friends with 

everyone. everyone. everyone. everyone.     

• Unreasonably selfless.Unreasonably selfless.Unreasonably selfless.Unreasonably selfless.    

• ModestModestModestModest    

• And perfect at everything they do.And perfect at everything they do.And perfect at everything they do.And perfect at everything they do.    

The pressure to be these things is impossible to live up to. Girls will never 

actually be any of these things.    As a result, many girls are constantly feeling As a result, many girls are constantly feeling As a result, many girls are constantly feeling As a result, many girls are constantly feeling 
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selfselfselfself----critical. critical. critical. critical. The curse of the good girl also stops girls from taking healthy 

risks, and they often can’t express their needs and their feelings.  

Mums, learn the ways your daughter uses body language to express herself. Mums, learn the ways your daughter uses body language to express herself. Mums, learn the ways your daughter uses body language to express herself. Mums, learn the ways your daughter uses body language to express herself.     

Many mothers are also victims of the curse of the good girl. You may be 

dealing and struggling with the same pressures to be everything to everyone.  

The perfect mother!   

The harder your daughter tries to be nice, to do the right thing, the more she 

will feel that she is failing in these pursuits. The harder she tries, the more The harder she tries, the more The harder she tries, the more The harder she tries, the more 

she will feel that she is not good enough.she will feel that she is not good enough.she will feel that she is not good enough.she will feel that she is not good enough.  

Girls should not have to live like that. A lot of girls and mothers have to deal 

with the symptoms of the curse of the good girl. Trying hard to be all these 

‘good’ things takes you away from who you really are. You can’t be yourself if 

you are trying to be all these things - you’re trying to be that good girl.  
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Part of being yourself is saying how you feel.Part of being yourself is saying how you feel.Part of being yourself is saying how you feel.Part of being yourself is saying how you feel. Telling people how you feel is a 

good way to be yourself. A loving mother is going to respect a girl’s feeling A loving mother is going to respect a girl’s feeling A loving mother is going to respect a girl’s feeling A loving mother is going to respect a girl’s feeling 

even if she doesn’t agree with them. even if she doesn’t agree with them. even if she doesn’t agree with them. even if she doesn’t agree with them.     

Mums, use emotion words around your daughter.Mums, use emotion words around your daughter.Mums, use emotion words around your daughter.Mums, use emotion words around your daughter. You will build her emotional 

vocabulary.  When you use emotion words, you give her permission to do the 

same. You are also training her 

by exposing her to those words.  

Ask her how she is feeling.Ask her how she is feeling.Ask her how she is feeling.Ask her how she is feeling. 

When she says, “ I feel fine” 

push her a little bit. “Are you 

fine happy? Or are you fine 

sad,” tell me what is actually 

going on for you.” Mums, try to 

push past fine and good.  
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As much as possible try to validate your daughter’s feelings.As much as possible try to validate your daughter’s feelings.As much as possible try to validate your daughter’s feelings.As much as possible try to validate your daughter’s feelings. You need to be 

the voice in your daughter’s life, affirming her emotional experience.  That 

doesn’t mean you have to agree with her feelings. It is tempting to try get your 

daughter feeling another way or to deny her feelings. It is tempting to give 

advice to feel another way, or to stop feeling the way that she does. To build 

her emotional intelligence 

let her know that it is OK 

to feel what she is feeling.  
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Women’s Intuition 
omen know things about the people around them. They feel a 
teenager’s distress, a friend’s happiness or a husband’s flickering 
thoughts about his career at a gut level. 

 

 
Gut feelings are more than free-floating emotional states – they are also 

W
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physical sensations that convey meaning to a woman’s brain. Some of this may 
be due to the increased number of brain cells devoted to tracking body 
sensations that females have.  After puberty they increase. Your daughter has 
started developing them.  You are more advanced at knowing things without 
being told.  
 
The areas of the brain that track gut feelings are larger and more sensitive in 
the female.  A woman’s gut feelings and her intuitive hunches are grounded in 
biology. 
 
Women have a significant part of their brain devoted to anticipating, judging, 
controlling and integrating negative emotions. Her pulse rate jumps and the 
brain interprets the onset of a negative emotion.  Being able to guess what 
another person is thinking or feeling is essentially mind reading.  The female The female The female The female 
brain is gifted at quickly assessing the thoughts, beliefs and intentions of brain is gifted at quickly assessing the thoughts, beliefs and intentions of brain is gifted at quickly assessing the thoughts, beliefs and intentions of brain is gifted at quickly assessing the thoughts, beliefs and intentions of 
others, based on the smallest of hints.others, based on the smallest of hints.others, based on the smallest of hints.others, based on the smallest of hints.    
 
Women read faces and voices for tone and emotional nuance. Girls are years 
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ahead of boys in their ability to judge how others are feeling. This may be the 
result of mirror neurons firing away, allowing girls not only to observe but also 
to mirror the hand gestures, body postures, breathing rates, gazes and facial 
expressions of other people as a way of intuiting what they are feeling. 
 
There you have it. This is the secret of intuition – a woman’s ability to mind-
read. Women are particularly good at emotional mirroring.Women are particularly good at emotional mirroring.Women are particularly good at emotional mirroring.Women are particularly good at emotional mirroring. Women feel 
another person’s pain. 
 
In the male brain, most emotions trigger less gut sensations and more rational 
thought.  The typical male reaction to an emotion is to avoid it at all costs. 
Tears will grab a man’s attention. A woman, because of her expert ability to 
read faces, will recognize the pursed lips, the squeezing around the eyes and 
the quivering corners of the mouth as preludes to crying. 
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Being able to ‘be there’ in emotionally Being able to ‘be there’ in emotionally Being able to ‘be there’ in emotionally Being able to ‘be there’ in emotionally 
difficult times is hardwired into difficult times is hardwired into difficult times is hardwired into difficult times is hardwired into 
women.women.women.women. As a mother of a teenage 
daughter you may be in a position to 
know about her emotions long before 
she is ready to share them with you.  
This forewarning can help you 
prepare for the validation that her 
emotions will need.  Her father is 
more likely to be surprised and overwhelmed by a show of emotional outburst 
from your daughter.  When he does adjust to the situation he will more than 
likely reach into his bag of answers and try to solve her problem for her.   
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This is the last thing that she needs.  Before she is ready to move forward she 
needs to have her feelings validated and to be in the company of someone who 
both loves and supports her. That person is most likely to be mum.
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What's Going on Inside Your Daughter's Adolescent 

Head? 

 lot! Here's where the surprises come into the picture. Your daughter is Your daughter is Your daughter is Your daughter is 
groping for connectedness and individuality, not separation! groping for connectedness and individuality, not separation! groping for connectedness and individuality, not separation! groping for connectedness and individuality, not separation! A 
revolutionary study found that your daughter isn't trying to break away 

from you as was previously thought. The essentials of the theory are of 
importance to mums. The key concepts are… 

1.1.1.1. Separation is more accurately expressed aSeparation is more accurately expressed aSeparation is more accurately expressed aSeparation is more accurately expressed assss    autonomy and autonomy autonomy and autonomy autonomy and autonomy autonomy and autonomy 
does not necessarily include rejection. does not necessarily include rejection. does not necessarily include rejection. does not necessarily include rejection.     

2.2.2.2. A girl going through adolescence does not look for attributes that A girl going through adolescence does not look for attributes that A girl going through adolescence does not look for attributes that A girl going through adolescence does not look for attributes that 
distinguish her from her mother. distinguish her from her mother. distinguish her from her mother. distinguish her from her mother.     

3.3.3.3. Even in adolescence, a daughter is continuously bound to her mother by Even in adolescence, a daughter is continuously bound to her mother by Even in adolescence, a daughter is continuously bound to her mother by Even in adolescence, a daughter is continuously bound to her mother by 
love, gender, and felove, gender, and felove, gender, and felove, gender, and feeling. eling. eling. eling.     

A
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4.4.4.4. A daughter going through adolescence fights for survival of her new self A daughter going through adolescence fights for survival of her new self A daughter going through adolescence fights for survival of her new self A daughter going through adolescence fights for survival of her new self 
and particularly wants her mother to see and love her for who she is. and particularly wants her mother to see and love her for who she is. and particularly wants her mother to see and love her for who she is. and particularly wants her mother to see and love her for who she is.     

5.5.5.5. Validation from Mum is all the more important because of the natural Validation from Mum is all the more important because of the natural Validation from Mum is all the more important because of the natural Validation from Mum is all the more important because of the natural 
connection between a mother and herconnection between a mother and herconnection between a mother and herconnection between a mother and her    daughter. daughter. daughter. daughter.     

6.6.6.6. Adolescent girls see themselves in relationship to others. They want to Adolescent girls see themselves in relationship to others. They want to Adolescent girls see themselves in relationship to others. They want to Adolescent girls see themselves in relationship to others. They want to 
stay connected to friends, family, stay connected to friends, family, stay connected to friends, family, stay connected to friends, family, 
and Mum, and to fulfill the and Mum, and to fulfill the and Mum, and to fulfill the and Mum, and to fulfill the 
demands placed upon them. demands placed upon them. demands placed upon them. demands placed upon them.     
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Evaluating your Teenage Daughters Success at 

School with More than her Report Card is Essential  

Measuring school success encompasses so much more than A's, B's and C'sMeasuring school success encompasses so much more than A's, B's and C'sMeasuring school success encompasses so much more than A's, B's and C'sMeasuring school success encompasses so much more than A's, B's and C's    

n the adult world we've all heard the saying "It's not what you know, but 
whom you know." During the high school years, it is actually the reverse. 
It definitely is not about who, but what you know. 

I'm not necessarily referring to what you know about Geography, History or 
Newton's Law of Physics. I am talking about the knowledge a teen has about 
what they want out of their entire high school experience. Time and time 
again, I ask rooms full of teens this question, "What do you hope to accomplish 
this year?" Their replies are usually, "To get good results." That is a great goal, 
but they usually do not know anything about how to go about getting good 
results. The common answers of studying and doing your homework are only 
small pieces of the puzzle. 

I
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There is also a fine balancing act that must take place to juggle the demands 
of the high school experience. One part of the balancing act is the value of time One part of the balancing act is the value of time One part of the balancing act is the value of time One part of the balancing act is the value of time 
management.management.management.management. Some aspects of time management can be friend time, boyfriend 
time, study time, work time, chore time, family time, exercise time, extra-
curricular activities time, club time, cell phone time, computer time, sleep time 
etc. As you see, the list could go on and on. Teenagers typically do not enter Teenagers typically do not enter Teenagers typically do not enter Teenagers typically do not enter 
their high school years with time management skills already being finetheir high school years with time management skills already being finetheir high school years with time management skills already being finetheir high school years with time management skills already being fine----tuned. tuned. tuned. tuned.     

That is where we come in as parents. We need to help them with time We need to help them with time We need to help them with time We need to help them with time 
management as they involve themselves in school life.management as they involve themselves in school life.management as they involve themselves in school life.management as they involve themselves in school life. What do you do if your 
daughter doesn't want to be involved in extracurricular activities? Be very 
careful of your answer to that question. We as parents need to encourage our 
daughters to get out there and try new things. If fear of failure is preventing 
her from trying, we are missing a golden opportunity to teach many valuable 
life lessons.  

One parent I counseled asked if she should force her daughter to become 
involved in school sports or club activities since she had elected to do nothing. 
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I asked the mother what her reasons were for wanting her daughter to become 
more involved. She said she didn't want her to lose touch with her friends and 
she was worried her daughter would begin comparing herself to others who 
were involved, thereby affecting her self-confidence. After she named her 
concerns, I reminded her that everyone needs an outlet to express their 
emotions, creativity, and passions. I encouraged mum to work with her 
daughter each night to help discover possible ways those areas could be met. 
Mum and daughter reported back to me with a list of possibilities. We then 
developed an exploration plan of the daughter’s self-discovery. The process 
involved mum's help and she rose to the occasion. Mum sought answers to her 
concerns and became an advocate for helping her daughter tap into herself. 

Parenting your teenage daughter can actually be fun if you allow it to be.Parenting your teenage daughter can actually be fun if you allow it to be.Parenting your teenage daughter can actually be fun if you allow it to be.Parenting your teenage daughter can actually be fun if you allow it to be. Her 

school success is determined by much more than just study tips and good 

grades.  
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Help your teen daughter gain confidence and take 

charge of her relationships.  

ow to break the Good Girl Glass Ceiling and develop an Inner ow to break the Good Girl Glass Ceiling and develop an Inner ow to break the Good Girl Glass Ceiling and develop an Inner ow to break the Good Girl Glass Ceiling and develop an Inner 
Resume:Resume:Resume:Resume:    

 
Girls excel in high school, but when 
they graduate, the tables turn and their 
successes plummet. Young women get 
fewer high-paying jobs and 
assignments, and they 
disproportionately enter lower paying 
"caregiving" professions. Why? The 
answer starts in girlhood.  

HHHH
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The curse of the Good Girl thwarts the development of the "Inner Resume," 
the crucial Real World skills that make the difference between being good and 
great in your professional and personal lives:  

• selfselfselfself----promotionpromotionpromotionpromotion    
• selfselfselfself----advocacy, advocacy, advocacy, advocacy,     
• negotiation, negotiation, negotiation, negotiation,     
• the ability to deal with challenge and failure, the ability to deal with challenge and failure, the ability to deal with challenge and failure, the ability to deal with challenge and failure,     
• and conflict resolution skills. and conflict resolution skills. and conflict resolution skills. and conflict resolution skills.     
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The lack of these skills creates a psychological glass ceiling for girls and 
ultimately prevents girls from reaching their full potential as adults in the 
real world.  

The Myth of Girls' The Myth of Girls' The Myth of Girls' The Myth of Girls' 
Emotional Emotional Emotional Emotional 
Intelligence:Intelligence:Intelligence:Intelligence: 
We assume that just 
because girls have lots 
of feelings, they must be 
good at expressing 
them. It's boys; we tend 
to think, who are 
challenged by their 
feelings. Yet girls struggle to identify and express their emotions, and many 
view sharing their feelings as weak or pathetic, just like boys.  
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Sexting: a dangerous Good Girl outlet:Sexting: a dangerous Good Girl outlet:Sexting: a dangerous Good Girl outlet:Sexting: a dangerous Good Girl outlet: 
The curse of the Good Girl pressures girls to be unfailingly modest, polite and 
kind, but they live in a world that sexualizes them and tells them that sexy = 
personal value. In order to walk the fine, totally unclear line of being "hot" but 
not a "slut," girls are turning to technology to find secret channels for self-
expression. These can be destructive and dangerous outlets of communication. 
Sexting gives girls the opportunity to deviate from the pressure to be Good 
without real consequences - or so they think until a photo of them turns up on 
10 guys' cellphones.  
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"OMG Mum, you're like, kind of annoying? Just Kidding!" How Good "OMG Mum, you're like, kind of annoying? Just Kidding!" How Good "OMG Mum, you're like, kind of annoying? Just Kidding!" How Good "OMG Mum, you're like, kind of annoying? Just Kidding!" How Good 
Girlspeak May Limit Your Girlspeak May Limit Your Girlspeak May Limit Your Girlspeak May Limit Your Daughter's Potential and What You Can Daughter's Potential and What You Can Daughter's Potential and What You Can Daughter's Potential and What You Can 
Do About it Today:Do About it Today:Do About it Today:Do About it Today:    

From OMG to "just kidding" 
and "no offense," girls enjoy a 
private social language 
(online and in real time) that 
both bonds and divides them. 
Some of this "Girl Slang" is a 
kind of cruel shorthand, 
while other phrases and 
gestures are used in the 
classroom to play down 
personal strength and 
achievements. "Good Girlspeak" is a language girls use to conform to the 
pressure to be Good - and it diminishes their personal strength and potential. 
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Get the encyclopedia of Good Girl Speak: what the phrases and words mean, 
and what you can do about it.  See appendix section on girl speak. 

As a Good Girl, Your Salary Was Probably Set in the Seventh Grade:As a Good Girl, Your Salary Was Probably Set in the Seventh Grade:As a Good Girl, Your Salary Was Probably Set in the Seventh Grade:As a Good Girl, Your Salary Was Probably Set in the Seventh Grade: 
The curse of the Good Girl follows many women into adulthood and haunts 
them throughout their professional lives. What girls learn socially gets What girls learn socially gets What girls learn socially gets What girls learn socially gets 
transmitted into how they act in other areas of their lives transmitted into how they act in other areas of their lives transmitted into how they act in other areas of their lives transmitted into how they act in other areas of their lives ----    first in the first in the first in the first in the 
classroom and on sports fields, and eventually, in the workplace.classroom and on sports fields, and eventually, in the workplace.classroom and on sports fields, and eventually, in the workplace.classroom and on sports fields, and eventually, in the workplace. Girls who 
learn that it's not okay to be confident and act like yourself, because you'll be 
called conceited and ostracized by other girls, often grow to be young women 
who don't know how to be firm in a salary negotiation, or to self-promote to 
sell themselves for a job or assignment. True to the curse, these women 
diminish themselves when they speak, hide their talents, and take conflict 
personally - and they see the cost in their paycheques and titles.  

Send your daughter back to school as a Real Girl iSend your daughter back to school as a Real Girl iSend your daughter back to school as a Real Girl iSend your daughter back to school as a Real Girl instead of a Good Girl:nstead of a Good Girl:nstead of a Good Girl:nstead of a Good Girl: 
Five things you can do right now to help your daughter be herself and take 
charge of her relationships  
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1.1.1.1. Get in touch with your inner Goof: Get in touch with your inner Goof: Get in touch with your inner Goof: Get in touch with your inner Goof:     

Girls of all ages say they're most in touch with their true selves when 
they're being silly, crazy, loud, or goofy. Whether it's singing in the car at 
the top of your lungs, dancing like no one's watching in the kitchen, or 
making ridiculous faces and noises, just do it: let go of the "be perfect" 
rules and dork out together. There is no more powerful antidote to the 
pressure to be perfect than a Mum who can burp the alphabet.  

2.2.2.2. Say no and speak up: Say no and speak up: Say no and speak up: Say no and speak up:     

Your daughter lives in a world that tells her Good Girls are nice 24/7, no 
exceptions. Think about the last time your daughter heard you speak up 
and challenge something or someone. Show her how it's done: assertively Show her how it's done: assertively Show her how it's done: assertively Show her how it's done: assertively 
and with respect.and with respect.and with respect.and with respect.  
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3. Get comfortable wiGet comfortable wiGet comfortable wiGet comfortable with th th th 
your limits: your limits: your limits: your limits:  

Good Girls are 
expected to be flawless: 
not a hair out of place 
or maths problem 
wrong. All that 
pressure can make a 
girl terrified of 
mistakes. The next The next The next The next 
time you screw up, gauge your reaction and consider the example it sets.time you screw up, gauge your reaction and consider the example it sets.time you screw up, gauge your reaction and consider the example it sets.time you screw up, gauge your reaction and consider the example it sets. 
Find your sense of humour if you can. Barring that, avoid labeling 
yourself in front of her ("I'm such an idiot") or making sweeping 
predictive statements ("I'll never get this right"). Show her errors aren't Show her errors aren't Show her errors aren't Show her errors aren't 
the end of the world. the end of the world. the end of the world. the end of the world. Bonus point: Take healthy risks with or in front of 
her. Even if it doesn't pan out, she is watching a mother who's willing to 
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fail. No one makes it big by playing it safe, and your example will give her 
permission to take the risks that yield the most exhilarating rewards.  

4.4.4.4. Be a little selfish: Be a little selfish: Be a little selfish: Be a little selfish:     

The Perfect Mum culture is suffocating. It suggests truly good mothers 
put everyone's needs before their own. But the rules of being a Perfect 
Mum are directly at odds with the example most women want to set for 
their daughters. Letting your children down to do something for yourself 
isn't easy, but the long-term, big picture message they get is: I've got a I've got a I've got a I've got a 
mother who takes care of herself and leads a balanced life.mother who takes care of herself and leads a balanced life.mother who takes care of herself and leads a balanced life.mother who takes care of herself and leads a balanced life. In other 
words, one of the best gifts you can give your daughter is to take 
something for yourself.  
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5.5.5.5. Share Your Feelings: Share Your Feelings: Share Your Feelings: Share Your Feelings:     

Use emotion words in front of your 
daughter to model your comfort 
and build her own emotional 
vocabulary. Ask her how she's Ask her how she's Ask her how she's Ask her how she's 
feeling.feeling.feeling.feeling. Knowing and saying how 
you feel is a powerful channel to 
our true selves, not to mention 
successful relationships.  

    
"Mum, the Teacher Hates Me!" Good Girls and Criticism:"Mum, the Teacher Hates Me!" Good Girls and Criticism:"Mum, the Teacher Hates Me!" Good Girls and Criticism:"Mum, the Teacher Hates Me!" Good Girls and Criticism: 
Girls seem to take constructive feedback from teachers and coaches more 
personally than boys. Hypersensitivity to evaluation can mean more sugar-
coating from the adults teaching your child-and fewer opportunities to improve 
performance. With less and less exposure to honest feedback, girls don't With less and less exposure to honest feedback, girls don't With less and less exposure to honest feedback, girls don't With less and less exposure to honest feedback, girls don't 
develop the thick skin they need to weathedevelop the thick skin they need to weathedevelop the thick skin they need to weathedevelop the thick skin they need to weather challenge and take healthyr challenge and take healthyr challenge and take healthyr challenge and take healthy risksrisksrisksrisks. 
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Learn the most common responses girls have to constructive criticism, and Learn the most common responses girls have to constructive criticism, and Learn the most common responses girls have to constructive criticism, and Learn the most common responses girls have to constructive criticism, and 
how you can parent them through it. how you can parent them through it. how you can parent them through it. how you can parent them through it.     
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The Curse of the Good Mother:The Curse of the Good Mother:The Curse of the Good Mother:The Curse of the Good Mother:     
A spotless home, organic meals, a 24-7 caregiver...and a daughter who's 
watching her mother lose herself. How trying to be a perfect mother sets a How trying to be a perfect mother sets a How trying to be a perfect mother sets a How trying to be a perfect mother sets a 
destructive example for your daughter. destructive example for your daughter. destructive example for your daughter. destructive example for your daughter. Follow the plight of a mother who 
realizes that her drive to be perfect is teaching her daughter to sacrifice her 
needs for everyone else. Meet another mother who realizes with horror that 
her bullied daughter has no self-esteem because of the example she's set.  
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Raising Teenager Daughters Successfully 

hen your girl becomes a teenager, you're well over halfway through the job 
of raising them, and you have only a few years left to instill all those 
values and principles you want them to go into adult life with. And 

suddenly, they look as if they're throwing away all the work you've put in up to 
now. 

 
But actually, if you just keep your head, and follow these essential teenage 
Rules, you'll find you come out the other end with a terrific adult you can 
really be proud of.  

Remember Newton's Third Law 

The thing is, you love your kids desperately. So it's incredibly hard to watch 
them making mistakes that you think will come back to bite them later on. 
Over the years you've gotten used to letting them make small mistakes -- 

W
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helping themselves to too much pudding or riding their bike too fast downhill. 
As time goes on, the mistakes get bigger. 

 

So now you have to watch them drink too much at their friend's party or wear 
clothes that are far too low-cut (or high-cut). Maybe you even have to stand 
back when they decide to leave school at 16, when you'd hoped they go to 
university or lose a brilliant Saturday job because it's too much effort getting 
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up in the morning. It's a much bigger deal than letting your two year old take 
too much pudding. The stakes are getting higher. 

Unless your child is putting themselves in serious danger, you really do have 
to put up with it. Sometimes even if it's dangerous, you have no choice. The The The The 
more you try to tell them, the more you push them in the opposite directionmore you try to tell them, the more you push them in the opposite directionmore you try to tell them, the more you push them in the opposite directionmore you try to tell them, the more you push them in the opposite direction. 
They're looking for something to kick at, to rebel against, because they're 
programmed to. The more force you use, the more they'll use. 

Remember Newton's third law of motion? For every action there is an equal 
and opposite reaction. He could equally well have called it the first law of 
teenagers. 

So what can you do when you see them going wrong?So what can you do when you see them going wrong?So what can you do when you see them going wrong?So what can you do when you see them going wrong? You can tell them what You can tell them what You can tell them what You can tell them what 
you think, but don't tell them what to do.you think, but don't tell them what to do.you think, but don't tell them what to do.you think, but don't tell them what to do. And tell them in the way you'd tell a 
grown-up and an equal. Not, "I'll tell you what I think! I think you're a fool!" 
More along the lines of, "It's your decision, but have you thought how you'll 
fund your trip if you spend your money on this?" Talk to them like an adult Talk to them like an adult Talk to them like an adult Talk to them like an adult 
and maybe they'll respond like an adult.and maybe they'll respond like an adult.and maybe they'll respond like an adult.and maybe they'll respond like an adult. And if not this time, maybe next time. 
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They'll certainly be quicker to ask your advice if they know it will be given as 
an equal. 

Don't Look Under the Mattress 

Teenagers are up to things you don't want to know about.Teenagers are up to things you don't want to know about.Teenagers are up to things you don't want to know about.Teenagers are up to things you don't want to know about. Of course, you do 
know about them really, which is why you're worried. If you were entirely 
ignorant, you'd be much happier. 

Look, take it from me, your daughter has gone further than you'd like with her 
boyfriend. She has tried at least a drag of a cigarette by now. And she has 
almost certainly been offered drugs, but she 
won't have any evidence of it hanging 
around in her room, so there's no point 
looking. Happy? Good. Now you don't need 
to look under the mattress or read their 
secret diary. 
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You're not going to find anything that thousands of parents before you haven't 
found. In fact, you're probably not going to find anything that your own 
parents didn't find. And what are you going to do about it -- confront them? I 
think not. You'll severely damage your relationship and she will just keep 
them under the floorboards instead. 

Maybe you should think back to the things you did as a teenager that you Maybe you should think back to the things you did as a teenager that you Maybe you should think back to the things you did as a teenager that you Maybe you should think back to the things you did as a teenager that you 
didn't want your parents to know about.didn't want your parents to know about.didn't want your parents to know about.didn't want your parents to know about. Maybe you do things nowadays that 
you'd rather not tell your parents. See? Your kids are just being perfectly 
normal teenagers. And if you don't make a big deal out of all those perfectly 
normal teenagery things they're up to, they're much more likely to come and 
tell you if anything gets out of hand or is a real problem for them. And that's 
the important point. If you act like all that stuff under the mattress is normal, If you act like all that stuff under the mattress is normal, If you act like all that stuff under the mattress is normal, If you act like all that stuff under the mattress is normal, 
they'll feel they can talk to you without fear of an irrational response.they'll feel they can talk to you without fear of an irrational response.they'll feel they can talk to you without fear of an irrational response.they'll feel they can talk to you without fear of an irrational response.    
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Running After Them Doesn't Help Anybody 

You started off with 18 years and counting. How many have you got left? 
Because when you get to zero, they'll be on their own. That means they'll have 
to know how to shop, cook, clean, and straighten up (up to a point anyway), do 
their own washing, pay their bills, stay in the black, and all the rest of it. 

I know parents -- and without wanting to be sexist here it's almost always 
mothers -- who are still looking after their kids when they’re 18.   And the 
kids, not being crazy, let them do it.  

You're counting down the last few 
years now to independence. And if your 
child hits 18 never having used a 
washing machine or cooked a decent 
meal, is that really fair for them? They 
may not realize what a handicap it will 
be, bbbbut you know perfectly well, that ut you know perfectly well, that ut you know perfectly well, that ut you know perfectly well, that 
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pampering a child doesn't prepare them for the real world.pampering a child doesn't prepare them for the real world.pampering a child doesn't prepare them for the real world.pampering a child doesn't prepare them for the real world.    

You know your child's strengths and weaknesses as well as anyone. So think So think So think So think 
through what they still need to learn, and make sure they do.through what they still need to learn, and make sure they do.through what they still need to learn, and make sure they do.through what they still need to learn, and make sure they do. If they're 
hopeless with money, teach them to budget.  Get them to do the family 
shopping for a week on your usual budget, or get firm about not paying to fill 
up their car beyond the agreed amount. 

 

Show Some Respect for the Things They Care About 

When yWhen yWhen yWhen you criticize your teenager's choices, you criticize them.ou criticize your teenager's choices, you criticize them.ou criticize your teenager's choices, you criticize them.ou criticize your teenager's choices, you criticize them. It's an age of 
fragile egos and easily knocked self-esteem, and it's easy to make your 
teenager feel that you disapprove, or even that you don't like them. Whether 
it's their music or their politics or the way they dress or their decision to 
become vegetarian, they need to know that it's okay with youthey need to know that it's okay with youthey need to know that it's okay with youthey need to know that it's okay with you. 

It's one of It's one of It's one of It's one of the many paradoxes of teenagers. On the one hand, they want to the many paradoxes of teenagers. On the one hand, they want to the many paradoxes of teenagers. On the one hand, they want to the many paradoxes of teenagers. On the one hand, they want to 
rebel, to shock you, to do things that get to you, and on the other hand, they rebel, to shock you, to do things that get to you, and on the other hand, they rebel, to shock you, to do things that get to you, and on the other hand, they rebel, to shock you, to do things that get to you, and on the other hand, they 
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want your approval and your goodwill.want your approval and your goodwill.want your approval and your goodwill.want your approval and your goodwill. I know it's confusing for you, but it's 
worse for them. They're trapped inside minds and bodies that are trying to 
make the transition from dependent child to independent adult, and they don't 
know what they want themselves half the time. One minute they want to grow 
up as fast as possible, and the next it's all getting too scary, and they want to 
slow down. You just have to accept it and go with the flow.You just have to accept it and go with the flow.You just have to accept it and go with the flow.You just have to accept it and go with the flow.    

Adopt a Healthy Attitude About Sex 

No, not your own sex life. I hope that's already 
healthy. I mean sex in general and, in particular, 
your teenager’s sex life. They may not have one 
yet (are you sure?), but they will sooner or later. 
And you want to make sure that when they do, 
it's happy and safe and fulfilling, not furtive. 

What is the single factor most likely to give your 
teenager a good experience? And, indeed, the 
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confidence to delay that first experience until they're ready? That's right: 
Being comfortable with the subject. The more your child knows about sex and 
finds it easy to talk about, the more able they will be to say no, or to insist on a 
condom, or to respect their partner's feelings. 

You can pretty much take it as read that the more you talk about sex (and 
drugs, alcohol, smoking, and all the rest) at home, the more confident your 
teenager will be in making mature decisions for themselves when the time 
comes. Even broad-minded parents who report strong relationships with their 
teenagers generally say that this is the trickiest subject to discuss comfortably, 
probably not least because teenagers also report that they find it difficult. But But But But 
the onus the onus the onus the onus is on you to show that it's a perfectly acceptable, normal thing to talk is on you to show that it's a perfectly acceptable, normal thing to talk is on you to show that it's a perfectly acceptable, normal thing to talk is on you to show that it's a perfectly acceptable, normal thing to talk 
about.about.about.about.    

School will teach your child the mechanics of sex, of course, and very probably 
also how to use a condom. But your kids will giggle their way through this 
with their friends, and it won't tell them anything about the fact that sex is a 
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normal part of adult life, and that it has a complex relationship with the 
emotions. You'll have to tell them that -- don't count on school to do it. 
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Are you responding to your daughter like this? 

s parents we often disregard the feelings of our children when they 
seem to need our help. Imagine this scenario in your daughter’s life. As 
your daughter is packing her bag ready to leave school, a teacher asks 

her to stay behind to help clean up a messy room after her class has left.  She 
tries to explain that she has to rush to get her bus but is interrupted by the 
teacher saying, “Save it, I’ll just do it myself.  Thanks for your help!” in a 
sarcastic tone. 

Your daughter arrives home still upset by the incident and you try to help in 
different ways. 

A
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1. Denial of feelings:Denial of feelings:Denial of feelings:Denial of feelings: “There’s no reason 
to get upset.  It’s foolish to feel that 
way. It can’t be as bad as you say.  
Come on, smile … You look so nice 
when you smile.” 

2. The philosophical approachThe philosophical approachThe philosophical approachThe philosophical approach:::: “Look, 
life is like that.  Things don’t always 
turn out the way you want.  You have 
to learn to take these things in your 
stride.” 

3. AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice:::: “You know what I think you should do?  Tomorrow morning go 
straight to the teacher and say, “Look I was wrong.” If you’re smart, 
you’ll keep on the good side of teachers.”  When you give immediate 
advice to your daughter, they either feel stupid (Why didn’t I think of 
that myself?”), resentful (“Don’t tell me how to run my life!”), or 
irritated (What makes you think I didn’t already think of that 
already?”). 
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4. QuestionsQuestionsQuestionsQuestions:::: “What exactly were you doing when the teacher asked you 
to help clean up? Didn’t you realise he’d get upset if you didn’t help?” 
“Has this ever happened before?” “Why didn’t you try harder to 
explain?” 

5. Defence of the other person:Defence of the other person:Defence of the other person:Defence of the other person: “I can understand your teacher’s reaction. 
He’s probably got so much else to do.  You’re lucky he doesn’t lose his 
temper more often.” 

6. PityPityPityPity:::: “Oh you poor darling.  That is terrible! I feel so sorry for you, I 
could just cry.” 

7. Amateur psychoanalysis:Amateur psychoanalysis:Amateur psychoanalysis:Amateur psychoanalysis: “Has it ever occurred to you that the real 
reason you’re upset by this is because your teacher represents an 
authority figure in your life.  You probably resent others having power 
over you.  Isn’t that true?” 

8. An empathetic responseAn empathetic responseAn empathetic responseAn empathetic response (an attempt to tune into her feelings): “Boy 
that sounds like a rough experience.  To be disregarded like that must 
have been pretty hard to take.” 
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The language of empathy 
does not come naturally to 
us.  It’s not part of our 
‘mother tongue.’ Most of us 
grew up having our bad 
feelings denied.  To become 
fluent in this language of 
acceptance, we have to learn 
and practice its methods.  
Here are some ways to help 
your daughter deal with her 
feelings. 
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To help with feelings:To help with feelings:To help with feelings:To help with feelings:    

1.1.1.1. Listen with full attention.Listen with full attention.Listen with full attention.Listen with full attention.    
2. Acknowledge their feelings with a wordAcknowledge their feelings with a wordAcknowledge their feelings with a wordAcknowledge their feelings with a word – “Oh” …”Mmmm” …”I see.” 
3. Give their feelings a name.Give their feelings a name.Give their feelings a name.Give their feelings a name. “That sounds frustrating!” 
4. Give them their wishes in Give them their wishes in Give them their wishes in Give them their wishes in fantasy.fantasy.fantasy.fantasy. “I wish I could make …. happen for 

you!” 

 

All feelings can be accepted.All feelings can be accepted.All feelings can be accepted.All feelings can be accepted.    
Certain actions must be limitedCertain actions must be limitedCertain actions must be limitedCertain actions must be limited. 
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Praise and your teenage daughter 

ou’ve probably discovered for yourself some of the built-in problems of 
praise. Along with the good feelings can come other reactions: 

 

• Praise can make you doubt the praiser.Praise can make you doubt the praiser.Praise can make you doubt the praiser.Praise can make you doubt the praiser.    
• Praise can lead to immediate denial.Praise can lead to immediate denial.Praise can lead to immediate denial.Praise can lead to immediate denial.    
• Praise can be threatening.Praise can be threatening.Praise can be threatening.Praise can be threatening.    
• Praise can force you to focus on your weaknesses.Praise can force you to focus on your weaknesses.Praise can force you to focus on your weaknesses.Praise can force you to focus on your weaknesses.    
• Praise can create anxiety and interfere with activity.Praise can create anxiety and interfere with activity.Praise can create anxiety and interfere with activity.Praise can create anxiety and interfere with activity.    
• Praise can Praise can Praise can Praise can also be experienced as manipulation.also be experienced as manipulation.also be experienced as manipulation.also be experienced as manipulation.    

Sometimes when you are praising your daughter you never get through. 
Often words that evaluate – good, beautiful, fantasticgood, beautiful, fantasticgood, beautiful, fantasticgood, beautiful, fantastic – make your daughter 
uncomfortable. 

Y
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Helpful praise comers in two parts. 

1.1.1.1. The mother describes wiThe mother describes wiThe mother describes wiThe mother describes with appreciation what she sees or feels.th appreciation what she sees or feels.th appreciation what she sees or feels.th appreciation what she sees or feels.    
2.2.2.2. The daughter, after hearing the praise, is then able to praise herself.The daughter, after hearing the praise, is then able to praise herself.The daughter, after hearing the praise, is then able to praise herself.The daughter, after hearing the praise, is then able to praise herself.    

 

Instead of evaluating, describe what you see or feel.Instead of evaluating, describe what you see or feel.Instead of evaluating, describe what you see or feel.Instead of evaluating, describe what you see or feel.    
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Praise and your daughter’s self esteem.Praise and your daughter’s self esteem.Praise and your daughter’s self esteem.Praise and your daughter’s self esteem.    

Instead of evaluating, describe. 

1.1.1.1. Describe what Describe what Describe what Describe what you see.you see.you see.you see.    
2.2.2.2. Describe what you feel.Describe what you feel.Describe what you feel.Describe what you feel.    
3. Sum up your daughter’s praiseworthy behaviour with a word.Sum up your daughter’s praiseworthy behaviour with a word.Sum up your daughter’s praiseworthy behaviour with a word.Sum up your daughter’s praiseworthy behaviour with a word. (E.g. 

organisation, patience, 
perseverance, etc) 
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Tween Girls and Their Mothers 

Mothers serve as powerful Mothers serve as powerful Mothers serve as powerful Mothers serve as powerful role modelsrole modelsrole modelsrole models    for their daughters.for their daughters.for their daughters.for their daughters.  

ven if girls become hostile and rebel, they are likely to form adult love 
relationships that are similar to the ones their mothers had and to 
struggle with similar life dilemmas. 

Most girls start the tween years as 
mamas' girls. Even if a young girl 
regularly back-talks, drops hints 
about wanting to be adopted out, and 
seems much more amenable to taking 
direction from her father, her mother 
is likely to be featured in her essay 
entitled "The Person I Most Admire." 
As your tween grows older, she will 
probably begin pulling away from 

E
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physical contact, which may reflect her growing awkwardness with her rapidly 
developing body and her desire to have more control over physical contact, as 
well as to establish herself as a separate person. 

EssentialEssentialEssentialEssential    

You are bound to make some mistakes as you respond to the push/pull of "You 
don't love me/you never hug me any more" and "Don't touch me/get away." If 
your daughter reacts negatively to a hug, do what you would want someone 
outside of the family to do if they physically overwhelmed her: back off and back off and back off and back off and 
apologize!apologize!apologize!apologize!    

Australian customs dictate that physical displays of affection in public are 
only acceptable between adults and young children on the one hand, and 
between love-smitten couples on the other. If your daughter doesn't learn this 
social rule on her own, her friends will teach her by teasing her mightily if 
they see her being openly affectionate toward you. She may resist when you 
try to pull her onto your lap, not take kindly to having you tousle her hair, and 
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be quite indignant if you reach over to wipe a mustard smear from her chin. 
She may be especially adamant about not wanting kisses or hugs when you 
drop her off at school for fear her friends might see. 

Loving TouchesLoving TouchesLoving TouchesLoving Touches    

Nevertheless, if your relationship is healthy, your 
young tween will still cuddle up for a story, leap 
onto your lap at unexpected moments, and 
exchange back rubs. She will undoubtedly be 
grateful to have you put your arm around her 
when she is crying and may let you wipe away her 
tears, too, when she is in need of comfort. 

Hugs can comfort and coHugs can comfort and coHugs can comfort and coHugs can comfort and communicate "I love you" better than words, mmunicate "I love you" better than words, mmunicate "I love you" better than words, mmunicate "I love you" better than words, and even 
though your daughter is withdrawing from physical expressions of affection, 
no one ever outgrows the need to be touched. Withholding physical affection 
can cause her to doubt the attractiveness of her changing body. Squelch your 
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urge to tell the seventy-five-pound daughter who has leaped into your lap that 
she's too big to do that; don't tell her to grow up and act her age. 

As with every other point of discipline, telling your child what As with every other point of discipline, telling your child what As with every other point of discipline, telling your child what As with every other point of discipline, telling your child what notnotnotnot    to do doesn't to do doesn't to do doesn't to do doesn't 
teach her what she teach her what she teach her what she teach her what she shouldshouldshouldshould    do.do.do.do. Before your legs go numb, compliment her on 
the fact that she is getting so big, note that she's outgrowing your lap, and tell 
her that you and she need to find another, more comfortable position. Find a 
way she can be physically close, perhaps by cuddling up next to you with your 
arm around her shoulder. If she's squeezed you into an overbearing hug, tell 
her to be gentle with her old mother, but make sure she knows you are 
receptive to being physically close to her by adding, "Now that's the kind of "Now that's the kind of "Now that's the kind of "Now that's the kind of 
hug I like"hug I like"hug I like"hug I like" when she eases up. 

Respect Her WishesRespect Her WishesRespect Her WishesRespect Her Wishes    

Expect your daughter to become more protective of her Expect your daughter to become more protective of her Expect your daughter to become more protective of her Expect your daughter to become more protective of her personal spacepersonal spacepersonal spacepersonal space    as she as she as she as she 
begins claiming her body as her own.begins claiming her body as her own.begins claiming her body as her own.begins claiming her body as her own. It is important that she understand that 
she has the right to say "no" to touches from anyone at any time, so honour her 
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wishes not to be touched. You can tell her that boys who truly care about her 
will respect her and not try to push her into having more physical contact than 
she is comfortable with. But if you become angry, indignant, hurt, 
disappointed, or feel rejected and pressure her when she says "no" to you, you 
are teaching her to put other people's feelings first and that it is wrong to try 
to protect herself from unwanted physical advances. 
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Daughters: From Childhood Through Adolescence 

Woman to Woman 

Approximately 95 percent of those who suffer Approximately 95 percent of those who suffer Approximately 95 percent of those who suffer Approximately 95 percent of those who suffer bulimiabulimiabulimiabulimia    or or or or anorexiaanorexiaanorexiaanorexia    are females.are females.are females.are females.  

indings clearly show how self-image diminishes as girls grow. Sixty 
percent of primary school girls say they felt happy with themselves. 
This number fell to half of that, 30 percent, by high school. Sadly 

enough, 10 percent of Australian women are reported to starve, binge, or 
purge themselves. This number doubles to 20 percent during adolescence. And 
as if that weren't troubling enough, nearly 15 percent of anorexic women die. 

Growing up means becoming one's own person. With that come differing 
opinions, rebellion, and loss of complete parental control. The humorous thing 
is that when daughters begin to exhibit this perfectly natural behavior, many 
of us cringe! Life was simpler when theLife was simpler when theLife was simpler when theLife was simpler when they didn't question our authority.y didn't question our authority.y didn't question our authority.y didn't question our authority. 

F
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Preadolescence, a Preview of What's to ComePreadolescence, a Preview of What's to ComePreadolescence, a Preview of What's to ComePreadolescence, a Preview of What's to Come    

Somewhere between 10 and 11 years old, Sally develops the ability to see 
things from different points of view—hers included. More and more she will 
begin evaluating Mum's opinions and how they stack up with her own. This 
ability to begin to see things from different points and return to the original is 
called "reversibility thinking." 

It may be comforting to keep in mind that much of that original opinion may 
be made up of the values and ideals little Sally has been raised to believe in 
before this new era of independent analysis. 
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Adolescence, Agony, and AmbivalenceAdolescence, Agony, and AmbivalenceAdolescence, Agony, and AmbivalenceAdolescence, Agony, and Ambivalence    

The onset of puberty, adolescence, and moral independence is a particularly 
precarious time for daughters and an era of trauma for their mothers. Once 
this phase sprouts into full bloom an outgoing, productive Sally can turn into a 
frustrating, sulky, self-centered young teenager. 

MatrophobiaMatrophobiaMatrophobiaMatrophobia, or the fear of becoming like one's mother,, or the fear of becoming like one's mother,, or the fear of becoming like one's mother,, or the fear of becoming like one's mother, is particularly 
prevalent in adolescence. In fact, it is so common in Western culture that 
many experts consider it normative behaviour. 

Building BlocksBuilding BlocksBuilding BlocksBuilding Blocks    

MatrophobiaMatrophobiaMatrophobiaMatrophobia is the fear of becoming like one's 
mother or emulating her basic characteristics. If If If If 
the the the the fear is particularly potent, a teenager may fear is particularly potent, a teenager may fear is particularly potent, a teenager may fear is particularly potent, a teenager may 
estrange herself from her mother in order to estrange herself from her mother in order to estrange herself from her mother in order to estrange herself from her mother in order to 
establish her own identity.establish her own identity.establish her own identity.establish her own identity.    
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The Adolescent SelfThe Adolescent SelfThe Adolescent SelfThe Adolescent Self    

All of the sudden sociological (magazine and media ads) and biological 
(hormonal) forces are demanding that Sally focus on a physical presence that 
is attractive to the opposite sex. According to Joan Borysenko author of A 
Woman's Book of Life, these forces are so powerful that a happy, well-adjusted 
young girl may become confused and ambivalent over who she was and who 
she is supposed to be. The pushes and pulls to strengthen "the power to be or . The pushes and pulls to strengthen "the power to be or . The pushes and pulls to strengthen "the power to be or . The pushes and pulls to strengthen "the power to be or 
the power to please" can exacerbate the onset of the power to please" can exacerbate the onset of the power to please" can exacerbate the onset of the power to please" can exacerbate the onset of depressiondepressiondepressiondepression....    

The whole idea of "self versus others" makes the young woman in transition 
feel conflicted by family pressures, the influence of friends, and pride in her 
own independence. If she feels guilty for the pride and satisfaction she feels in 
her own independence, there is a risk she might forego her own attitudes, 
desires, and opinions in favor of the posture of peacekeeper. Borysenko warns 
that the role of peacekeeper is performed by connecting with others but role of peacekeeper is performed by connecting with others but role of peacekeeper is performed by connecting with others but role of peacekeeper is performed by connecting with others but 
excluding oneself.excluding oneself.excluding oneself.excluding oneself. She says that society reinforces this because we grow up 
with the belief that a good woman is not selfish. 
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Women who grow up and deny their own identities to win the favour of others 
miss out on the cornerstone of intimacy and mature love, and a hearty dose of 
self-respect. 
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Building Your Daughter's Confidence 

Provide support 

hatever your concerns are about your daughter or your relationship 
with her, helping her to be more self-confident will go a long way 
toward facilitating her success. Girls who feel competent can cope . Girls who feel competent can cope . Girls who feel competent can cope . Girls who feel competent can cope 

with life's stresseswith life's stresseswith life's stresseswith life's stresses better than those who think they are inept.    SelfSelfSelfSelf----assurance assurance assurance assurance 
also allows girls to take the risks also allows girls to take the risks also allows girls to take the risks also allows girls to take the risks necessary to learn and grow. For your 
daughter to become strong, feel good about who she is, and draw upon her 
inner resources, she must:  
(1) get to know herself well, (1) get to know herself well, (1) get to know herself well, (1) get to know herself well,     
(2) think of herself as capable, and (2) think of herself as capable, and (2) think of herself as capable, and (2) think of herself as capable, and     
(3) believe she can measure up to others' expectations(3) believe she can measure up to others' expectations(3) believe she can measure up to others' expectations(3) believe she can measure up to others' expectations.  
 

W
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You play an important role in this 
process. She is able to become 
most self-confident when all of you 
can stay attuned to her stress 
level, recognize her uniqueness, 
and keep your hopes for her 
appropriate--that is, in line with 
her true talents.  
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Give your daughter the empowering Give your daughter the empowering Give your daughter the empowering Give your daughter the empowering 
message that she has the right to star in message that she has the right to star in message that she has the right to star in message that she has the right to star in 
her own life.her own life.her own life.her own life. Let her figure out who she is, 
what she is passionate about, and where 
her talents lie. Give her the freedom to 
discover her personal style and to grow 
from her mistakes. Above all, as her Mum, Above all, as her Mum, Above all, as her Mum, Above all, as her Mum, 
encourage her to get to know herself and to encourage her to get to know herself and to encourage her to get to know herself and to encourage her to get to know herself and to 
stay closely connected wistay closely connected wistay closely connected wistay closely connected with her inner life.th her inner life.th her inner life.th her inner life. If 
you keep your own nervous energy in check, you are able to accept your 
daughter for who she really is.  

Beware of your biasesBeware of your biasesBeware of your biasesBeware of your biases    

Step Back So She Can Step Up  

Of course you want your daughter to be as self-confident as possible. But 
unless you are vigilant, your own history can be an unwelcome intruder. Our Our Our Our 
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past feelings and attitudes, especially past feelings and attitudes, especially past feelings and attitudes, especially past feelings and attitudes, especially 
during adolescence, shape our present during adolescence, shape our present during adolescence, shape our present during adolescence, shape our present 
responses to our daughters aresponses to our daughters aresponses to our daughters aresponses to our daughters and their nd their nd their nd their 
achievement.achievement.achievement.achievement.  
 
 
In fact, whenever girls tell me of parental 
help that either works beautifully or fails 
miserably, I suspect the difference is attributable to whether their mothers 
and fathers are aware of their own biases, needs, and worries. So before you 
try the suggestions to maximize your daughter's self confidence, take a 
moment to mentally check in with yourself:  

• Did you experience a defining moment, whether positive or negative, in Did you experience a defining moment, whether positive or negative, in Did you experience a defining moment, whether positive or negative, in Did you experience a defining moment, whether positive or negative, in 
your school career? your school career? your school career? your school career?     

• Do you wish you had been different back then? If so, what would you Do you wish you had been different back then? If so, what would you Do you wish you had been different back then? If so, what would you Do you wish you had been different back then? If so, what would you 
change about yourself? change about yourself? change about yourself? change about yourself?     
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• Did you make any decisions or mistakes you especially regret? Do you Did you make any decisions or mistakes you especially regret? Do you Did you make any decisions or mistakes you especially regret? Do you Did you make any decisions or mistakes you especially regret? Do you 
believe they affected your future success? believe they affected your future success? believe they affected your future success? believe they affected your future success?     

• Are you anxious to see your daughter take a specific path that was denied Are you anxious to see your daughter take a specific path that was denied Are you anxious to see your daughter take a specific path that was denied Are you anxious to see your daughter take a specific path that was denied 
to you? to you? to you? to you?     

• Are you determined to guide her in the way that you wish someone had Are you determined to guide her in the way that you wish someone had Are you determined to guide her in the way that you wish someone had Are you determined to guide her in the way that you wish someone had 
helped you? helped you? helped you? helped you?     

• When you envision your daughter's success, does a particular When you envision your daughter's success, does a particular When you envision your daughter's success, does a particular When you envision your daughter's success, does a particular universityuniversityuniversityuniversity    
come to mind? Do yocome to mind? Do yocome to mind? Do yocome to mind? Do you obsess about her appearance or activities?u obsess about her appearance or activities?u obsess about her appearance or activities?u obsess about her appearance or activities?    

It is especially difficult to feel comfortable with daughters who are different 
from us or don't match our internal pictures of successful teen girls. Your 
daughter might prefer the Goth look rather than the feminine, in contrast to 
what you had imagined. She might be an average or indifferent student rather 
than the maths whiz you had hoped for. She might have one or two close 
friends instead of the large crowd you had at her age. Or, despite the 
unmistakable athleticism she got from you, she may shun competitive sports. 
Still, if your own emotional ducks are in a row, you are best able to:  
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Encourage rather than pressure her 
Does your daughter see your reactions to her achievements as encouraging 
and validating, or as demoralizing and demeaning? Cory offers an example of 
harmful pressure: "My dad pushes me a lot to be better because he wants me 
to get a scholarship to 
university. But maybe he 
doesn't push me in the best 
way. He's--well, it's a 
negative way. It isn't 
always good. He goes, 
'You're never going to 
make the finals.' Maybe it 
makes me try harder 
sometimes, or maybe I just won't. Sometimes it's, like, 'Okay, that's enough!'"  

In contrast, if you can offer guidance without becoming criticalyou can offer guidance without becoming criticalyou can offer guidance without becoming criticalyou can offer guidance without becoming critical or overly 
invested in the outcome, your daughter will probably perceive that you are 
more supportive and affirming of her abilities. Robyn says, "I talked with my 
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mum over the Christmas break about my progress report. We want my grades 
not to slip, so she asked how I could maintain it. It was an hour and half talk. 
We had a lot to cover, like universities I want to look at this summer. It helped 
me get ready to come back to school."  

Stress her goals rather than yours 
Do you impose your expectations on your daughter, or allow her to develop 
meaningful goals for herself? A girl I see in therapy conveyed how quickly 
parents can slip into the former mode: 
"When I found out my scores, I told my 
mum I got a 76 and she said she thought 
I'd get a 87." Any pleasure she got from 
her score was immediately erased by the 
mental calculation of an 11-point gap 
between her actual performance and her 
mother's arbitrary standard.  
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Encourage your daughter to set goals based on what really matters to her.Encourage your daughter to set goals based on what really matters to her.Encourage your daughter to set goals based on what really matters to her.Encourage your daughter to set goals based on what really matters to her. 
Tessa could articulate several well-thought-out reasons for taking higher 
classes: "I want to be a lawyer or a doctor and you have to do well in school. 
Higher classes are more fun too. They teach you interesting things, and they 
don't treat you like a little kid. Teachers of higher classes like their job more 
because they don't have to deal with the kids who misbehave so much. Most 
want to learn." As a result of this analysis, Tessa is invested in doing well.  

When you keep an open mind about what your daughter's pathWhen you keep an open mind about what your daughter's pathWhen you keep an open mind about what your daughter's pathWhen you keep an open mind about what your daughter's path    to success to success to success to success 
should look like and where she should be at any given time, she has the should look like and where she should be at any given time, she has the should look like and where she should be at any given time, she has the should look like and where she should be at any given time, she has the 
freedom to get to know herself.freedom to get to know herself.freedom to get to know herself.freedom to get to know herself. And as you know, girls can be self-assured only 
when they know their true strengths and weaknesses; the route to self-
confidence is self-knowledge. These strategies can encourage your daughter's 
self-esteem:  
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Check in with her oftenCheck in with her oftenCheck in with her oftenCheck in with her often    

Address Her Stress Level  
At any given point, your daughter may not be aware of whether she is coping 
well enough or whether she is significantly stressed out. Most girls are pros at 
hiding their distress not only from you, but also from themselves. And 
adolescence is a time of great flux. All it takes to rock your daughter's social, 
extracurricular, or academic worlds 
is a phone call from her crush, an 
exciting school assignment, or her 
coach starting her in a game. On the 
other hand, feeling excluded, doing 
poorly on a test despite trying her 
best, or getting benched can just as 
easily deflate her confidence. So 
getting an accurate read on her 
stress level requires checking in 
with her often.  
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Although you don't want to overreact to ordinary bumps in the road, you might 
wonder if your daughter is feeling stressed out if she:  

• Is especially secretive about her performanceIs especially secretive about her performanceIs especially secretive about her performanceIs especially secretive about her performance    
• Generally rushes around, plays catchGenerally rushes around, plays catchGenerally rushes around, plays catchGenerally rushes around, plays catch----up, and laments having too little up, and laments having too little up, and laments having too little up, and laments having too little 
free time free time free time free time     

• Never feels like sheNever feels like sheNever feels like sheNever feels like she--------or her accomplishmentsor her accomplishmentsor her accomplishmentsor her accomplishments--------are enough are enough are enough are enough     
• Is excesIs excesIs excesIs excessively upset bysively upset bysively upset bysively upset by    disappointmentsdisappointmentsdisappointmentsdisappointments    
• Complains of feeling overwhelmed Complains of feeling overwhelmed Complains of feeling overwhelmed Complains of feeling overwhelmed     
• Has trouble keeping academics, extracurriculars, and socializing in Has trouble keeping academics, extracurriculars, and socializing in Has trouble keeping academics, extracurriculars, and socializing in Has trouble keeping academics, extracurriculars, and socializing in 
balance balance balance balance     

• Dreads school and feels uncomfortable there Dreads school and feels uncomfortable there Dreads school and feels uncomfortable there Dreads school and feels uncomfortable there     
• Twists herself into a knot to pleaseTwists herself into a knot to pleaseTwists herself into a knot to pleaseTwists herself into a knot to please--------or has given up all hope of tryingor has given up all hope of tryingor has given up all hope of tryingor has given up all hope of trying    
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If your daughter compares 
herself unfavorably to her 
friends or siblings, for 
example, you might ask if she 
feels out of place in school or 
in the family. If she is frantic 
to be included in a clique or to 
find a best friend, you might 
talk about whether the desire 
for acceptance is adding to her 
other stresses. If your daughter is never satisfied with her accomplishments 
and dwells on doing even better, you will probably check out whether she feels 
she has to be perfect. If she struggles after changing schools, you can point out 
that she may be experiencing the normal challenges of transitions. Or if she 
seems chronically unhappy, spacey, or sidetracked, you will address the 
stresses in her personal or family life that may be distracting her from success.  
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If you are still unsure of the 
pressures your daughter feels or 
what she needs from you, ask her. 
Don't be afraid that broaching the 
issue will put ideas in her head or 
make her more anxious. In fact, In fact, In fact, In fact, 
when you ask how she is doing, you when you ask how she is doing, you when you ask how she is doing, you when you ask how she is doing, you 
are reassuring her are reassuring her are reassuring her are reassuring her that she is not that she is not that she is not that she is not 
alone and that many teens feel alone and that many teens feel alone and that many teens feel alone and that many teens feel 
stressed outstressed outstressed outstressed out. You are also letting 
her know you are available to talk--
as well as giving her the message 

that you can tolerate this discussion.  

Sure she might clam up, especially if she feels as if you're prying or getting on 
her case. But by keeping your tone light and conveying interest rather than 
anxiety, your gentle questions are less likely to invoke her wrath. Pick a time 
when she is usually receptive to talking and say something like "Are you 
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stressed out about anything right now?" or "What can make things easier for 
you? I know this is a stressful time."  

To pave the way for your daughter to come clean about her distress, you might 
disclose something about your own pressures, as if you're in this together. Or 
you might use an observation about her friend as a bridge to talking about her 
…. for example, "I heard Liz quit the tennis team because she's so stressed 
about exams. She didn't want the added pressure. How are you handling 
everything?"  

As a next step, you might decide to gather more information. Contact your 
daughter's school and ask for feedback on her progress.  

Focus on inner qualitiesFocus on inner qualitiesFocus on inner qualitiesFocus on inner qualities    

Emphasize Her Inner Strengths  
When teens think of success, they tend to see a list of accomplishments: stellar 
report cards, team wins, personal athletic records, invitations to formals, great 
HSC scores, and acceptances to universities, to name a few. This is true of 
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most stressed out girls but especially perfectionists and square pegs, both of 
whom have specific, preconceived ideas about what they should achieve.  
 

 

Far more valuable than helping your daughter to attain these external 
emblems of success is enabling her to discover enabling her to discover enabling her to discover enabling her to discover herherherher    inner inner inner inner strengths. strengths. strengths. strengths.     

• What qualities define her as a person? What qualities define her as a person? What qualities define her as a person? What qualities define her as a person?     
• What makes her unique and wonderful? What makes her unique and wonderful? What makes her unique and wonderful? What makes her unique and wonderful?     
• What do you admire most about her? What do you admire most about her? What do you admire most about her? What do you admire most about her?     
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• Which traits will serve her well as she makes her way in the world? Which traits will serve her well as she makes her way in the world? Which traits will serve her well as she makes her way in the world? Which traits will serve her well as she makes her way in the world?     

For example, tell your daughter if she is fun loving, caring, or a great listener. tell your daughter if she is fun loving, caring, or a great listener. tell your daughter if she is fun loving, caring, or a great listener. tell your daughter if she is fun loving, caring, or a great listener. 
Let her know you respect her integrity, vitality, or sense of humor. Let her know you respect her integrity, vitality, or sense of humor. Let her know you respect her integrity, vitality, or sense of humor. Let her know you respect her integrity, vitality, or sense of humor. Marta, a 
high school student, gets this right: "I don't like tests. They don't show much 
about you. They don't show how you think. There are other ways to show who 
you are--like the school's career program, working with kids, and helping out--
rather than memorizing." When your daughter believes her self-worth is based 
more on her inner qualities than on her report cards or test scores, you have 
effectively broadened her tightrope to success.  

Research bears this out. Psychologist Jennifer Crocker demonstrated that 
college students who base their self-worth on external sources, including 
academic performance and appearance, report more stress, academic 
problems, substance abuse, and symptoms of eating disorders. Although they 
studied longer, they earned poorer grades and clashed more with their 
professors. The theory is that people who base their self-esteem only on 
external sources become anxious and distracted by their academic struggles, 
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which results in poorer performance. Focusing on inner qualities builds a Focusing on inner qualities builds a Focusing on inner qualities builds a Focusing on inner qualities builds a 
stronger foundation for success.stronger foundation for success.stronger foundation for success.stronger foundation for success.  

Provide feedback 

Provide Honest and 
Specific Feedback  
Every teen girl needs to Every teen girl needs to Every teen girl needs to Every teen girl needs to know in know in know in know in 
what ways she shines,what ways she shines,what ways she shines,what ways she shines, in what 
areas she needs extra effort or 
help, and the specifics of her 
personal style. Such self-
awareness feeds her confidence 
and guides her best decision-
making. To learn about herself, 
your daughter needs feedback--from you, her teachers, and her peers.  
For example, does she tend to be an energetic hard worker? Does she self-
initiate, take responsibility, and work independently? Or does she typically 
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slack off, turn passive, and wait for others to help? Your daughter must learn 
whether she is focused or scattered in a dozen different directions, whether 
she perseveres or gives up at the first sign of frustration, and whether she is 
willing to go the extra step or prefers to take the easiest shortcuts.  

To help your daughter develop the most accurate picture of herself, give her give her give her give her 
diplomatic, yet truthful, feedbackdiplomatic, yet truthful, feedbackdiplomatic, yet truthful, feedbackdiplomatic, yet truthful, feedback. The best praise is specific and selective. For 
example, rather than telling her that she is fantastic or brilliant, point out her 
improvement in goal setting or writing physics labs. Emphasize the glowing Emphasize the glowing Emphasize the glowing Emphasize the glowing 
comments on her report cards.comments on her report cards.comments on her report cards.comments on her report cards. Notice when she volunteers to help or pitches 
in around the house without being asked. Acknowledge her self-control when 
her sister baits her and she doesn't respond in kind.  

But be cautious about exaggerating your daughter's assets.But be cautious about exaggerating your daughter's assets.But be cautious about exaggerating your daughter's assets.But be cautious about exaggerating your daughter's assets. Although girls 
want their parents to rave about them, they are quick to sniff out false 
compliments. Toni says, "Don't tell me I'm the best at something when we both 
know I'm not. That just makes me not trust my parents." When I sit down 
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with teens I often hear, 
"Yeah, my mum (or dad) 
told me that too, but I 
figured they have to say 
that because they're my 
parents."  

 

It is especially wise to 
refrain from well-meaning comments such as "You can do anything you set 
your mind to." Every girl knows that she has limitations.Every girl knows that she has limitations.Every girl knows that she has limitations.Every girl knows that she has limitations. When you ignore or 
deny the truth, you lose credibility. Other girls tell me that when they 
overhear their parents embellishing their accomplishments, they actually feel 
more inadequate. "What's so bad about coming in third in swimming?" asks 
Hillary. "My dad obviously didn't think that was good enough if he had to brag 
that I came in first."  
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You can also be honest, You can also be honest, You can also be honest, You can also be honest, though gentle and tactful, about your daughter's though gentle and tactful, about your daughter's though gentle and tactful, about your daughter's though gentle and tactful, about your daughter's 
shortcomings.shortcomings.shortcomings.shortcomings. Some parents hesitate to do this for fear of damaging girls' self-
esteem. However, in my experience the opposite is true. Teen girls are too 
savvy to be fooled. They already know they are not great at everything and are 
reassured by the confirmation of their flaws. Feedback helps our daughters to Feedback helps our daughters to Feedback helps our daughters to Feedback helps our daughters to 
know exactly where they stand and to form the most genuine, realistic know exactly where they stand and to form the most genuine, realistic know exactly where they stand and to form the most genuine, realistic know exactly where they stand and to form the most genuine, realistic 
pictures of themselves.pictures of themselves.pictures of themselves.pictures of themselves. But avoid offhand comments spoken facetiously, in 
jest, or out of nervousness. These can act like pinpricks that instantly 
puncture their pride and self-esteem.  

As long as you describe your daughter's weaknesses sensitively, she may feel 
relieved. For example, if she learns that her reading comprehension needs 
improvement, she now understands why English has been such a struggle. It 
is not that she has been lazy or stupid, as she had thought. Or hearing that 
she tends to interrupt people can shed light on why the girls at her lunch table 
seem annoyed with her. In fact, instead of making her feel bad about herself, 
this information prevents her from imagining even worse or more insulting 
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reasons for their rebuff. Feedback Feedback Feedback Feedback 
also gives her specific ideas about also gives her specific ideas about also gives her specific ideas about also gives her specific ideas about 
how to set things righthow to set things righthow to set things righthow to set things right.  

If your daughter can't trust you to be If your daughter can't trust you to be If your daughter can't trust you to be If your daughter can't trust you to be 
honest about her weaknesses, she honest about her weaknesses, she honest about her weaknesses, she honest about her weaknesses, she 
also won't place muchalso won't place muchalso won't place muchalso won't place much    stock in your stock in your stock in your stock in your 
compliments.compliments.compliments.compliments. So if she asks what you 
think of her social studies paper and you are not impressed, you might say, 
"The information seems well researched, but the paper needs more careful 
editing" or "Your thesis is sharp, but the writing isn't smooth yet." Integrating 
your words with all the other feedback she gets from her teachers and peers, 
your daughter will form the truest sense of her abilities.  

One last comment: Although I have just said that appropriate feedback is 
vital, sometimes recognition of achievement can backfire. For teens who are 
excruciatingly self-conscious because they crave peer acceptance, public 
accolades can be intensely uncomfortable. For those who tend toward 
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perfectionism, too much praise can worsen the unhealthy compulsion to excel. 
These girls are already worried about what other people think. And once their 
achievements are publicly recognized, perfectionists feel hard pressed not only 
to maintain them, but also to surpass them.  
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Don't focus on marks 

 

Evaluate Her Evaluations 
Constructively  
Since girls spend so much time Since girls spend so much time Since girls spend so much time Since girls spend so much time 
in school, they judge their in school, they judge their in school, they judge their in school, they judge their 
success according to their success according to their success according to their success according to their 
results.results.results.results. And so do their 
parents. That is why report 
cards often provoke such angst, 
confusion, and misinterpretation. Wendy looks crestfallen as she says: "My 
mum sees the comments and she's, like, 'That's all great, but where are the 
grades? Let's cut to the chase.'" The following parental approaches to results 
help your daughter to appraise and get the most out of her evaluations. 
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Be Curious Rather Than 
Judgmental 
Responding disapprovingly to 
your daughter's report cards 
cuts off valuable self-scrutiny 
and discussion. Sally, who 
nervously winds her hair 
around her finger, describes 
her mother’s reaction: "If I get 
a not-so-good grade, my mum 
gets upset and lectures me. It 
makes me feel really guilty. If 
I get a C, she gets upset. With a B minus, she's not happy." She hesitates, then 
adds, "Her expectations are too high." "I know what you mean," says her friend 
Zena. "My mum says to me, 'You got an 88? What was the class average? 
Shouldn't you do extra credit?' Like an 88 is bad?"  
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When you remain openWhen you remain openWhen you remain openWhen you remain open----minded and curious, your daughter is less defensiveminded and curious, your daughter is less defensiveminded and curious, your daughter is less defensiveminded and curious, your daughter is less defensive 
and more apt to learn and grow from the feedback offered by her report cards. 
As Esther puts it, "When I get a bad grade, my parents don't assume I didn't 
study or fooled around too much. They ask me if I know why it happened."  

Monitor Your Expectations 
Don't be quick to judge a grade 
without its context, including the 
difficulty of a particular class, the 
idiosyncrasies of every teacher, the 
current stresses in your daughter's 
life, and issues such as grade 
inflation or chance events.  

Acknowledge those Acknowledge those Acknowledge those Acknowledge those times when times when times when times when 
your daughter simply can't try harderyour daughter simply can't try harderyour daughter simply can't try harderyour daughter simply can't try harder. Maybe she is getting over a virus and 
needs extra sleep. Teens in transition are often too focused on a myriad of 
changes to maintain their usual enthusiasm for a sport or favourite subject. 
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Insecure girls may need to learn about friendship more than biology. 
Distracted girls usually have to focus on and resolve their problems before 
they can invest fully in school. Make sure your expectations are flexible and Make sure your expectations are flexible and Make sure your expectations are flexible and Make sure your expectations are flexible and 
realistic.realistic.realistic.realistic.  

Consider the Basis of Grades 
It is important for both you and your daughter to consider how her teachers 
determine her grades. Does homework count, or are grades based solely upon 
test and quiz scores? If so, does she typically struggle with certain exam 
formats more than others?  

For example, true/false questions can be confusing to girls who see exceptions 
and nuances. Fill-in-the-blank items heavily tap memorization and word-
retrieval skills, which often tax girls with learning difficulties. Multiple-choice 
questions are tough for mentally flexible girls who can see shades of gray. 
Essays require teens to organize larger amounts of information, formulate 
abstract concepts, and integrate them with supportive facts. Encourage your Encourage your Encourage your Encourage your 
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daughter to ask her teacher or tutor for tips on approadaughter to ask her teacher or tutor for tips on approadaughter to ask her teacher or tutor for tips on approadaughter to ask her teacher or tutor for tips on approaching various test ching various test ching various test ching various test 
formats most effectively. formats most effectively. formats most effectively. formats most effectively.     

Whenever your daughter's grades are partly subjective, they are harder to 
interpret. For example, if her current English teacher disagrees with what her 
last teacher taught her about thesis statements, she probably will get lower 
grades on her papers. Did judgments about her class participation count 
toward her grade? Was she penalized on a group project grade because of what 
other students did or didn't do?  

A word about effort grades, the judgments about students' motivation and 
work ethic that often accompany letter and number grades. Although many 
parents emphasize effort grades, I would suggest caution with this approach. 
Effort grades are particularly subjective and therefore difficult to gauge. Many 
times I found my own children's to be more confusing than helpful. For 
example, how should you interpret a so-so effort mark corresponding to an A 
or A-plus grade for the subject? Some teachers are philosophically opposed to 
giving out the maximum effort grade; unless you know this, you might think 
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your daughter isn't trying her best. My advice is not to take effort grades 
literally; if you have concerns about your daughter's work ethic or habits, ask if you have concerns about your daughter's work ethic or habits, ask if you have concerns about your daughter's work ethic or habits, ask if you have concerns about your daughter's work ethic or habits, ask 
her teachers directly.her teachers directly.her teachers directly.her teachers directly.  

Ask If She Is Satisfied 
Parents often wonder, "What should I do 
if my daughter is doing okay, but I know 
she is capable of doing better?" This is 
an excellent question. It all depends on 
how content she is with her 
performance. Like many parents, you 
may find yourself in the unenviable 
position of being disappointed by report 
cards or athletic performances that your 
daughter thinks turned out just fine. 
But now that you are aware of girls' 
proficiency in hiding their distress, you won't take her blasé posture at face 
value.  
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UnforUnforUnforUnfortunately, there is no magic formula for motivating your daughter to tunately, there is no magic formula for motivating your daughter to tunately, there is no magic formula for motivating your daughter to tunately, there is no magic formula for motivating your daughter to 
want to do better.want to do better.want to do better.want to do better. You can't make her care as much as you do. You can't even 
make her care. Understanding her underlying pressures and how they affect 
her performance gives you specific avenues to encourage--but not to 
guarantee--her success.  

For example, girls in transition are so busy focusing on new kids, social 
opportunities, and challenges and distracted girls are so absorbed by problems 
that both groups relegate grades to the back burner. Zero in on specific Zero in on specific Zero in on specific Zero in on specific 
problem areas without chastising your daughter for her apparent apathy.problem areas without chastising your daughter for her apparent apathy.problem areas without chastising your daughter for her apparent apathy.problem areas without chastising your daughter for her apparent apathy. If 
she is feeling undervalued, for example, she might assume a defiant stance 
about her grades to cover her fear of disappointing her parents and teachers. 
Giving her tangible, doable ways to succeed will help to turn things around.Giving her tangible, doable ways to succeed will help to turn things around.Giving her tangible, doable ways to succeed will help to turn things around.Giving her tangible, doable ways to succeed will help to turn things around. 
Most crucial, your support and affirmation encourage her not to label herself a Most crucial, your support and affirmation encourage her not to label herself a Most crucial, your support and affirmation encourage her not to label herself a Most crucial, your support and affirmation encourage her not to label herself a 
misfit.misfit.misfit.misfit.  

Constance, for example, the daughter of two doctors, is okay with getting 
mediocre grades at a school for academically gifted students. Although she 
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enjoys the small classes and stimulating discussions with her classmates, she 
does as little homework and test preparation as possible. Her mother fears 
that she will have few options for university, but she sees that her daughter is 
not particularly stressed by her grades. In this case, Constance's needs are 
being met. Her goal is to go to school with smart, interesting classmates; she is 
satisfied with not acing her tests.  

If your daughter is pleased with her report card, encourage her to recognize If your daughter is pleased with her report card, encourage her to recognize If your daughter is pleased with her report card, encourage her to recognize If your daughter is pleased with her report card, encourage her to recognize 
her accomplishments and reward herselfher accomplishments and reward herselfher accomplishments and reward herselfher accomplishments and reward herself, if only with a mental "Well done!" If 
she is not, she has received important information. Then it should be up to her 
to decide whether to change the material she studies, her approach, or how 
much time she devotes to her work. Annabelle says, "I didn't do very well this 
quarter in French because I had trouble with the big test. So next time, I'll 
study more. I think I'll read over my notes from class more carefully because I 
think that's where I messed up."  
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Help Her to Set Reasonable Goals 
Many girls say they feel like failures.Many girls say they feel like failures.Many girls say they feel like failures.Many girls say they feel like failures. But that is because they are judging 
themselves against overly vague or broad standards. If your daughter is 
socially insecure, she may want to be popular. But you may help her to focus 
first on making one true friend. And perfectionists, who aim too high, need 
their parents to lower the bar for them.  

The more The more The more The more specificspecificspecificspecific    your daughter's goals, the better her chance of tracking her your daughter's goals, the better her chance of tracking her your daughter's goals, the better her chance of tracking her your daughter's goals, the better her chance of tracking her 
success and feeling accomplished.success and feeling accomplished.success and feeling accomplished.success and feeling accomplished. For 
example, instead of trying to "do better in 
school," she should define exactly what she 
means: finishing her homework every 
night, writing papers with fewer errors, 
participating more in class discussions, 
getting to homeroom on time, or saying 
hello to people in the corridors.  

When girls complain of getting "bad" 
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grades and I ask what they were hoping for, I hear of "getting 100 percent on 
everything," or "getting straight A's." Whether these goals are realistic 
depends on your daughter's starting point. It is best to aim for small 
increments of progress, such as raising a C minus to a C or perhaps a B minus. 
For this reason, some schools have wisely implemented the BUG roll--an 
acronym for Bring Up Grades--to recognize students who improve one of their 
grades without the other grades falling. Struggling students are more apt to 
feel encouraged if their small achievements are acknowledged with the same 
respect given to honour students.  

Help her find herself 

Nurture Her Passions  
Psychologist Barbara Kerr, author of Smart Girls: A New Psychology of Girls, 
Women, and Giftedness, found that highly successful women fell in love with successful women fell in love with successful women fell in love with successful women fell in love with 
an idea, "a lasting, often intense, absorbing lifelong interest."an idea, "a lasting, often intense, absorbing lifelong interest."an idea, "a lasting, often intense, absorbing lifelong interest."an idea, "a lasting, often intense, absorbing lifelong interest." Dreams direct 
teens' energy, motivate them to do well in school, inspire their goals, and 
shape their long-term decisions. When girls are young, they have the luxury of 
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dreaming big dreams and grandiose ideas. As they mature, their mothers and 
fathers can become anxious about these ambitions, especially if they appear 
unusual or as mere pipe dreams. Still, your daughter needs you to belieStill, your daughter needs you to belieStill, your daughter needs you to belieStill, your daughter needs you to believe in ve in ve in ve in 
her and to cheer her on.her and to cheer her on.her and to cheer her on.her and to cheer her on.  
 

As your daughter gets older, 
sprinkle your support with more 
pragmatic information and 
guidance. Although today's 
adolescents are ambitious, they 
often don't know how to reach 
their goals. You can encourage 
your daughter to avoid becoming 
what I call a drifting dreamer by helping her to translate her ambitions into 
clear, specific, and viable steps.  
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Does your daughter need to take particular courses in high school? Should she 
be getting certain experiences now? You might sYou might sYou might sYou might suggest that she read about uggest that she read about uggest that she read about uggest that she read about 
areas that interest heareas that interest heareas that interest heareas that interest her and arrange for her to shadow individuals whose 
careers she admires. Perhaps you can match her with a mentorPerhaps you can match her with a mentorPerhaps you can match her with a mentorPerhaps you can match her with a mentor. You can also 
investigate work opportunities, internships, or volunteer positions that will 
give her valuable skills and 
experience.  

But, you may be thinking, what 
if my daughter doesn't have any 
passions? What if she shows no 
special talents or inclinations, 
or commits to activities only 
briefly before quitting? If this is 
the case, better not to pressure 
her further. Instead, expose her expose her expose her expose her 
to as much as possible.to as much as possible.to as much as possible.to as much as possible. You 
never know when reading a 
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book, hearing a speaker, meeting an intriguing person, or taking a trip will 
spark brand-new curiosity or inspire a lifelong interest.  
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Encourage Her to Find Her Study Style  
Because of innate variables such as brain wiring and temperament, your 
daughter brings specific strengths as well as weaknesses to her learning. 
Although some girls are computer whizzes, geniuses with maps, or have an ear 
for language, others have to work harder in these areas. In a similar way, your 
daughter needs to know if she is a born organizer or if she should spend time 
perusing catalogues from the 
Container Store. She has to 
acknowledge if she is a quick study 
or should plan on doing repetitions 
and drills before tests. Knowing her Knowing her Knowing her Knowing her 
learning style is part of knowing learning style is part of knowing learning style is part of knowing learning style is part of knowing 
herselfherselfherselfherself.  

If your daughter is successful, you 
may be more inclined to trust her 
instincts. Resilient girls say that their parents don't impose their own learning 
styles on them. They are happy to give them leeway to figure out for They are happy to give them leeway to figure out for They are happy to give them leeway to figure out for They are happy to give them leeway to figure out for 
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themselves how they perform best, including how, when, and where they themselves how they perform best, including how, when, and where they themselves how they perform best, including how, when, and where they themselves how they perform best, including how, when, and where they 
should work. should work. should work. should work. If their performance is poor, however, their parents are more 
likely to question their work habits.  

Girls whose styles are alien to their parents often provoke worry.Girls whose styles are alien to their parents often provoke worry.Girls whose styles are alien to their parents often provoke worry.Girls whose styles are alien to their parents often provoke worry. For example, 
many parents tell me that they can't fathom how any girls, especially 
distracted ones, concentrate with the cacophonous sounds that emanate from 
their daughters' bedrooms. Their first impulse is to rush in and unplug the 
offending CD player or stereo. Yet many girls argue convincingly--especially if 
they are doing well--that listening to their favorite groups helps. Music is said Music is said Music is said Music is said 
to act as a natural stimulant, to act as a natural stimulant, to act as a natural stimulant, to act as a natural stimulant, which can keep teens alert, more focused, and 
less lonely as they do their homework.  

Similarly, many parents are aghast at the idea of girls getting together to 
study for an exam. They can't imagine anything getting accomplished. If your 
daughter is especially gregarious, desperate for friendship, or dealing with 
problems that make her feel isolated, she may work more effectively with a 
study buddy. Bonita says, "We divide up the chapters, summarize them, and 
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then we teach them to each other. It really helps us to learn it better and it's 
way more fun." Being with peers is more stimulating than being alone, Being with peers is more stimulating than being alone, Being with peers is more stimulating than being alone, Being with peers is more stimulating than being alone, and 
girls are less apt to resent the time that schoolwork takes away from their 
social lives.  

Study Routines 
Rather than assuming you already know, explore with your daughter what explore with your daughter what explore with your daughter what explore with your daughter what 
study routine works best for herstudy routine works best for herstudy routine works best for herstudy routine works best for her. Is she better off tackling her homework right 
after school, or does she prefer blowing off steam or napping first? Location 
matters too. Is she most motivated, focused, and productive when she is holed 
up alone in her bedroom or camped out at the lively kitchen or dining room 
table? Does your daughter benefit from tackling her hardest subjects first? 
Although some girls believe, "I like to get my worst subjects over with so then I 
can relax," others think, "If I do my math first, then I get too frustrated and 
have to stop."  

Time Management 
One common dilemma that causes plenty of family drama is how girls organize 
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their time. Many parents I know become wild when their girls procrastinate. 
They think it is ideal to start early and work methodically, doing a little at a 
time, until assignments are finished. While this may be your MO, it may be 
completely foreign to your daughter. Last-minute efforts energize and focus 
some people. Tammy, a creative and offbeat student, says, "When my fabulous 
idea arrives, I may devote a whole Saturday or Sunday to a long assignment 
that's due on Monday."  

If your daughter procrastinates because she has trouble getting started, that is 
another story. In this case 
you might ask, "Do you "Do you "Do you "Do you 
want me to go over the want me to go over the want me to go over the want me to go over the 
assignment with assignment with assignment with assignment with you you you you 
before you begin?"before you begin?"before you begin?"before you begin?" Many 
girls appreciate parents 
who break down tasks into 
more manageable chunks. 
Perfectionists, who are 
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notorious procrastinators, welcome clear grading guidelines before they start 
in. For example, if they know their teachers are looking for certain thesis 
statements, numbers of pages, and kinds of resources to award an A grade on 
a paper, they may be less inclined to work as compulsively as they would in 
search of more elusive grading criteria. If your daughter is adjusting to a new 
school or different teachers, she may not grasp higher-level assignments and 
thus will need you to explain directionsneed you to explain directionsneed you to explain directionsneed you to explain directions so she knows what is expected of her.  

When it comes to putting her thoughts on paper, which challenges many girls, 
your daughter has to develop the techniques that work best for her. Although 
some teens prefer to write the old fashioned way, with a spiral notebook and 
favorite pen, others find that computers magically unleash the stream of their 
ideas. Others find it easier to get started after they write outlines or use visual 
aids such as Venn diagrams or story maps. Still others need to verbalize their 
thoughts to someone. Eve says, "It helps me to talk out my ideas first with my 
mum. Saying it out loud helps. And sometimes she writes it down for me."  
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Don't overreact 

Tolerate Her Imperfect Behaviour  
 

 

Although most parents want to raise 
well-behaved and well-mannered kids, 
the most confident girls are able to 
show their less than ideal sides. These 
girls can say what is really on their 
minds. They can be sullen, annoyed, 
and even annoying without being 
stressed out about disappointing people. 
They feel entitled to debate, argue, and 
complain. Freedom from pleasing others helps girls to cope more successfully Freedom from pleasing others helps girls to cope more successfully Freedom from pleasing others helps girls to cope more successfully Freedom from pleasing others helps girls to cope more successfully 
with achievement pressurewith achievement pressurewith achievement pressurewith achievement pressure. Although it is often easier to parent a quiet, 
submissive teen who doesn't make waves, you might convey to your daughter 
that having or expressing negative feelings doesn't make her a bad (or 
unsuccessful) person.  
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The headmistress of an independent girls' school told me about a confident 
student whose parents likely agreed with this philosophy: "The editor of our 
school newspaper is always whining and complaining, but the great thing is, 
she doesn't care if she pleases me or her mother or her father. She's going to do 
what she wants to do. She's a great student. She has a great time. She's doing 
it for herself." Wisely, this woman added, "The ones who whine are safer than "The ones who whine are safer than "The ones who whine are safer than "The ones who whine are safer than 
the ones who don't. They may make adults irritated, but they're getting it out."the ones who don't. They may make adults irritated, but they're getting it out."the ones who don't. They may make adults irritated, but they're getting it out."the ones who don't. They may make adults irritated, but they're getting it out."  

When the girls in my focus groups discuss what they most admire about their 
mothers, it isn't just their positive, socially acceptable traits they speak about. 
Kimiko, for example, tells us, "My mum is the strongest woman in the world. 
It can be such a negative thing. She's very thickheaded and opinionated. But 
she taught me to be opinionated and strong as well. To stand up for what I 
believe in. Maybe that causes fights sometimes, but it's okay because I know 
she'll always support me."  

Give your daughter the liberating message that she has to do her work but is 
not obligated to like it--or to pretend that she does. All girls--and especially 
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perfectionists--need permission to grumble about their teachers, protest the 
amount of homework they get, and complain about school. By keeping your By keeping your By keeping your By keeping your 
own nervous energy in check, you avoid becown nervous energy in check, you avoid becown nervous energy in check, you avoid becown nervous energy in check, you avoid becoming alarmed by these remarks. oming alarmed by these remarks. oming alarmed by these remarks. oming alarmed by these remarks. 
For many girls, expressing imperfect feelings and displaying imperfect 
behaviors offers an escape valve for tension. Ironically, this enables them to 
buckle down and focus on their work. Regardless, knowing themselves well 
requires being in touch with the full spectrum of their emotions.  

Give Her the Gift of Time  
It is easy to overreact to your daughter's stumbles and setbacks, but try to be 
open-minded about when her achievements should occur. If you expect success 
by a certain age or grade level and she doesn't come through, you risk 
conveying your disappointment rather than waiting it out and allowing her 
progress to take its natural course. Predictably, the former approach harms Predictably, the former approach harms Predictably, the former approach harms Predictably, the former approach harms 
her selfher selfher selfher self----confidence.confidence.confidence.confidence.  
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Maturation plays an enormous role in girls' success. Maybe your daughter's 
abstract thinking hasn't developed enough yet 
for her to conquer algorithms. She is not going 
to shine on the tennis or basketball court by 
her early teen years if her motor coordination 
kicks in slowly. But if you believe that But if you believe that But if you believe that But if you believe that 
learning is a lifelong pursuitlearning is a lifelong pursuitlearning is a lifelong pursuitlearning is a lifelong pursuit--------as opposed to a as opposed to a as opposed to a as opposed to a 
rat race that ends with getting admitted to rat race that ends with getting admitted to rat race that ends with getting admitted to rat race that ends with getting admitted to 
universityuniversityuniversityuniversity--------you are more apt to give your you are more apt to give your you are more apt to give your you are more apt to give your 
daughter the gift of time. daughter the gift of time. daughter the gift of time. daughter the gift of time.     

Stella looks like a classic underachiever because she does not fit the mold of a 
diligent, successful high school student. Though she has a brilliant 
mathematical mind, she rarely does her assignments, which she perceives as 
rote, repetitious, and meaningless. When the zeroes she gets for skipping her 
homework are averaged in with her perfect test scores, she usually gets C's, 
even in the advanced maths and science classes that come easily to her.  
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Her mother tells me that she has had to make a conscious choice: either to be 
on Stella's back all the time, checking up on her homework until it's all done, 
or to let her daughter go through high school on her own terms. Fortunately 
for Stella--and their mother-daughter relationship--she chose the second 
option. This mother knows that her daughter won't be able to fully use her 
intellect or skills until she is passionate about what she does. Stella knows 
this too. She has been encouraged to know her own mind; she too makes a 
conscious choice to get mediocre.  

Although you already know that 
girls mature and develop at different 
rates, it is hard to be patient with it is hard to be patient with it is hard to be patient with it is hard to be patient with 
your own daughter,your own daughter,your own daughter,your own daughter, especially if you 
see her struggling or suffering. But 
maturation can be wonderful. Try to 
sit back and watch your daughter 
evolve. As her brain continues to 
develop, you might marvel at her 
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new ability to plan, make connections between ideas, use her burgeoning self-
discipline, and tolerate frustration. As she figures out who she is, your As she figures out who she is, your As she figures out who she is, your As she figures out who she is, your 
daughter will gain muchdaughter will gain muchdaughter will gain muchdaughter will gain much----needed confidenceneeded confidenceneeded confidenceneeded confidence. And as you apply the suggestions 
in this chapter, she will use that self-knowledge and assurance to discover her 
passions and ideals.  

When all this comes together, she is most likely to succeed in whatever she 
does. Until then, I suggest following psychologist Harriet Lerner's no-
nonsense, straightforward advice to parents; in The Mother Dance, she writes, 
"Children move forward according to their own timetables and not in a 
predictable fashion. . . . You cannot predict your children's future. No matter 
how terrible (or well) they appear to be doing now, you don't have a clue as to 
how they will turn out over the long haul."  
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What you can be sure of is this: Giving your daughter permission to know Giving your daughter permission to know Giving your daughter permission to know Giving your daughter permission to know 
herself well and to remain authentic allows her to enjoy learning and herself well and to remain authentic allows her to enjoy learning and herself well and to remain authentic allows her to enjoy learning and herself well and to remain authentic allows her to enjoy learning and 
achievingachievingachievingachieving. She is more 
likely to experience the 
thrill of an Aha! moment 
when she finds a creative 
solution to a problem. She 
is better able to relish the 
sweet satisfaction that 
comes from accomplishing 
something important. And 
beyond her degree of 
success, staying in touch 
with herself has tremendous psychological benefits. Your daughter's Your daughter's Your daughter's Your daughter's 
awareness of her feelings and ability to express them appropriately is an awareness of her feelings and ability to express them appropriately is an awareness of her feelings and ability to express them appropriately is an awareness of her feelings and ability to express them appropriately is an 
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antidote to many of the mental health problems that specifically afflict young antidote to many of the mental health problems that specifically afflict young antidote to many of the mental health problems that specifically afflict young antidote to many of the mental health problems that specifically afflict young 
women today.women today.women today.women today.    

Peer Pressure 

Recognize and respect the fact that peer pressure is real and that as a parent 
you will have to deal with it. Constantly fighting with your child about it will 
be extremely counterproductive. After all, communication is key and    if you if you if you if you 
criticize everythicriticize everythicriticize everythicriticize everything your child and her peers are doing, you'll risk shutting the ng your child and her peers are doing, you'll risk shutting the ng your child and her peers are doing, you'll risk shutting the ng your child and her peers are doing, you'll risk shutting the 
door on your communication permanently. door on your communication permanently. door on your communication permanently. door on your communication permanently.     

 
It can be very difficult to accept an outrageous hairstyle or a baggy and sloppy 
wardrobe, but it may be more prudent at times to let these types of 
expressions slide and to save your strength for the more important life 
struggles such as stealing, alcohol or drug abuse.  
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We all need to feel validated. If 
your child knows that you are 
willing to accept and respect at 
least some of their expressions of 
self as they try to figure out who 
they are, then chances are they will they will they will they will 
be more willing to listen to the be more willing to listen to the be more willing to listen to the be more willing to listen to the 
really important streally important streally important streally important stuff you have to uff you have to uff you have to uff you have to 
say.say.say.say. 

Dumbing Down 
Your straight-A daughter is now 
getting C's because she's decided it's not cool to be smarter than her friends. 
To a child trying to fit in, underachieving can be much safer than being called 
a geek or the class nerd. What can you do?  
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Encourage your kids to hang out with other smart kids. Get them involved 
with school activities that will encourage them to use their brainpower and 
help them develop their self-esteem such as music programmes, school council 
and sports.  

 
Make your home a place where they can nurture their strengths without 
comparison, ask questions without feeling stupid and encourage the 
development of their unique interests. Enjoy regular family outings and Enjoy regular family outings and Enjoy regular family outings and Enjoy regular family outings and 
activities togetheractivities togetheractivities togetheractivities together such as biking or hiking, going on a picnic or to the beach, 
or volunteering to help those less fortunate. Spending time together as a 
family helps build stronger communication skills and helps foster a child's 
sense of self-worth.  
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Maximize Your Daughter's Social Skills 
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Communicating with teachers 

our daughter's school's climate and the availability of her teachers our daughter's school's climate and the availability of her teachers our daughter's school's climate and the availability of her teachers our daughter's school's climate and the availability of her teachers 
affect whether she builds strong social connections.affect whether she builds strong social connections.affect whether she builds strong social connections.affect whether she builds strong social connections. If she is feeling 
disconnected, you may question whether she is in the right place. But 

her social skills count too. Developing strong bonds with teachers and Developing strong bonds with teachers and Developing strong bonds with teachers and Developing strong bonds with teachers and 
classmates is a two way street.classmates is a two way street.classmates is a two way street.classmates is a two way street. No matter where she goes to school, help her 
with the following:  

Respect Authority Figures 
When girls come to school with positive attitudes, their teachers find them 
enthusiastic learners, and their coaches see them as cooperative team players. 
Girls can disagree with their teachers and administrators, but they have to do 
so in ways that convey respect and therefore preserve these relationships. 
Teens who feel undervalued sometimes show up with chips on their shoulders 
that evoke the very responses from teachers that they fear most. Those who 
are distracted by chronic family discord often act out their anger and 
resentment on other adults.  

YYYY
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Does your Does your Does your Does your daughter view her teachers as valuable resources or as potential daughter view her teachers as valuable resources or as potential daughter view her teachers as valuable resources or as potential daughter view her teachers as valuable resources or as potential 
oppressors?oppressors?oppressors?oppressors? Is she predisposed to listen to adults and do what they ask? Can 
she respond to constructive criticism without feeling personally attacked?  

If your daughter is unaware that her attitude is disrespectful, dismissive, or 
off-putting, she needs corrective feedback. Don't be afraid to share your Don't be afraid to share your Don't be afraid to share your Don't be afraid to share your 
insights along with what her teachers observe. insights along with what her teachers observe. insights along with what her teachers observe. insights along with what her teachers observe. Try "I heard something that 
might be helpful to you." Then repeat the comments succinctly, without 
editorializing or passing judgment. Even if your daughter denies what you say 
or your input seems to fall on deaf ears, she is hearing it.  

Ask Appropriately for Help 
The most resilient girls know how to reach out to adults who take an interest The most resilient girls know how to reach out to adults who take an interest The most resilient girls know how to reach out to adults who take an interest The most resilient girls know how to reach out to adults who take an interest 
in thein thein thein them and encourage their talents.m and encourage their talents.m and encourage their talents.m and encourage their talents. Socially skilled girls are better able to 
elicit support and cooperation from others. They know whether teachers prefer 
to be e-mailed or consulted after school. Whether they want to improve their 
next biology lab or review the steps in a geometry proof, they ask in ways that 
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ensure they get that help. And they keep asking questions until they get 
answers.  

Can your daughter ask for what she Can your daughter ask for what she Can your daughter ask for what she Can your daughter ask for what she 
needs?needs?needs?needs? Does she behave in ways that 
make people feel good about helping 
her? If your daughter is too shy, self-
conscious, or anxious to approach 
adults, she is not alone. Many teen Many teen Many teen Many teen 
girls need practical strategies.girls need practical strategies.girls need practical strategies.girls need practical strategies. What 
should she say? What shouldn't she 
say? TryTryTryTry    rolerolerolerole----playing to make her playing to make her playing to make her playing to make her 
more comfortable.more comfortable.more comfortable.more comfortable. Also, share 
pertinent stories from your own life 
that illustrate how you prevailed when 
it was difficult for you to ask for help.  
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How to make friends 

Maintain Healthy Friendships  
Socially adept girls are selective about which classmates they want to 
befriend, which to keep as school acquaintances only, and which to distance 
themselves from. Some teens deliberately seek friends who are good 
influences--that is, they may enjoy socializing, but they also care about their 
school performance. Fiona says, "My parents expect me to do well and I do, 
mostly. To help, I hang out with the smarter kids that feel the same way about 
school that I do, so I don't have to worry about them thinking that I'm a drag if 
I have to do my homework."  

Parents rarely find fault with this approach. More typically, however, mothers 
and fathers become anxious when their daughters befriend kids who are not 
achievers. It is usually unhelpful to point out to your daughter the 
disadvantages of such friendships; to demonstrate their autonomy, in fact, 
girls sometimes cling to unhealthy friendships only because their parents 
condemn them.  
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It should be It should be It should be It should be 
reassuring to know reassuring to know reassuring to know reassuring to know 
your daughter is your daughter is your daughter is your daughter is 
unlikely to catch the unlikely to catch the unlikely to catch the unlikely to catch the 
indifference of her indifference of her indifference of her indifference of her 
less less less less academically academically academically academically 
inclined friends.inclined friends.inclined friends.inclined friends. The 
more you have 
encouraged her to 
know herself, to stay 
in touch with her 
true desires, and to feel good about her accomplishments, the more immune 
she will be to negative influences. Clara says:  

It may sound selfish, but as you grow you focus on yourself more. You're aware 
of everybody else, but you try to increase your own strengths and what you 
need to do to improve. What everyone else does starts to be less important. 
You have to be who you are and be happy with what you do.  
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Also, if you see your daughter disentangling herself from old friendships, don't 
panic. This is most likely a healthy move.  

Teenagers who made changes in their friendship circles cited adaptive 
reasons: they changed interests or activities, encountered conflicts, changed 
classes (and, therefore, classmates), wanted more fluid groups, and tried to 
avoid contact with drugs and alcohol. In my experience, teen girls most often teen girls most often teen girls most often teen girls most often 
change social groups when they are uncomfortable with their friends' values ochange social groups when they are uncomfortable with their friends' values ochange social groups when they are uncomfortable with their friends' values ochange social groups when they are uncomfortable with their friends' values or r r r 
activities. activities. activities. activities.  

If your daughter feels disconnected, encourage her to participate in after-
school activities. Getting involved in choir, drama, or community service lets 
her mingle with students whose shared interest can become the basis for 
friendships. If she is still reluctant, meeting the teachers in charge of the clubs 
could ease the way. If there is no late bus in the afternoon, offer to pick her up 
after her activity or arrange for a car pool so that she is not burdened with 
finding transportation.  
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Avoid Alienating People 
Socially skilled girls can maintain relationships because they can get their 
needs met while remaining respectful of others. For example, they offer their 
opinions and even debate without alienating their peers or adults. They steerThey steerThey steerThey steer    
clear of making arguments personal, putting people down, or being clear of making arguments personal, putting people down, or being clear of making arguments personal, putting people down, or being clear of making arguments personal, putting people down, or being 
condescending.condescending.condescending.condescending. What guides them is their ability to read others' emotional 
reactions and monitor their own behavior.  

Girls who are eager to fit in at new schools 
or those who struggle with more chronic 
insecurity sometimes try too hard and 
strike the wrong note. They may seek 
attention and approval through silliness 
or put-downs or meanness. Does your 
daughter stick up for herself without 
becoming nasty or hostile? Can she avoid 
blurting out insensitive or offensive 
comments? Does she listen attentively to others without interrupting or 
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becoming argumentative? If she hears her voice getting too strident or 
sarcastic, does she tone it down? It is important that she gauge the effect she It is important that she gauge the effect she It is important that she gauge the effect she It is important that she gauge the effect she 
has onhas onhas onhas on    others. others. others. others.     

 

Avoiding rivalry among friends 

Work Well in Groups 
For many girls, the chance to work on 
assignments or projects in groups is a groups is a groups is a groups is a 
reprieve from being sentenced to study in reprieve from being sentenced to study in reprieve from being sentenced to study in reprieve from being sentenced to study in 
solitary confinement.solitary confinement.solitary confinement.solitary confinement. But collaborating 
with classmates requires more advanced 
social skills. Girls must be able to 
contribute to discussions without monopolizing airtime. They have to balance 
being creative with staying on track. Does your daughter initiate 
partnerships? Can she work cooperatively? Is she a team player? Or does she 
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take over, do all the work, and then feel resentful? Can she take stock of her 
partners' strengths and use them toward the common goal?  
 

The most socially skilled girls (and perhaps future managers) use diplomacy 
and fairness to divide tasks effectively, foster group decision-making, reach a 
consensus, and forge cohesion. If your daughter lacks these skills, provide her provide her provide her provide her 
examples of good leadership and cooperation from your school or work examples of good leadership and cooperation from your school or work examples of good leadership and cooperation from your school or work examples of good leadership and cooperation from your school or work 
experience.experience.experience.experience.    Share with her what you have learned from biographies of 
successful leaders--or read one together. Consider signing her up for a summer 
program that develops group cohesion and leadership skills. 

Manage Competition 
In the best of worlds, girls benefit from healthy competition. They enjoy the 
camaraderie of working with friends and rally around each other to boost 
everyone's performance. Jade describes, "Last year in bio, there was a big 
competition with our grades. It made us do so well. We'd do everything 
together, then we'd break up and have this huge competition. If someone did 
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bad, we'd laugh about it. It boosted 
our motivation. It was a friendly 
competition."  

With the high level of nervous 
energy circulating today, however, 
many girls find it hard to manage 
the competitive feelings that 
academics and sports engender. 
Since they believe their future 
success is hinging on every single grade, win, or award, seeing others' 
accomplishments can inflame their insecurity and threaten their 
relationships.    For pFor pFor pFor perfectionists, the need to be the very best makes everyone erfectionists, the need to be the very best makes everyone erfectionists, the need to be the very best makes everyone erfectionists, the need to be the very best makes everyone 
a potential competitor.a potential competitor.a potential competitor.a potential competitor. 

Socially skilled girls keep their relationships on track by monitoring the 
competition between their friends and themselves. They prevent themselves 
from being cutthroat. When they surpass a friend, they pay close attention to they pay close attention to they pay close attention to they pay close attention to 
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her facial expressions, tone her facial expressions, tone her facial expressions, tone her facial expressions, tone of voice, and body language to sense whether she of voice, and body language to sense whether she of voice, and body language to sense whether she of voice, and body language to sense whether she 
is feeling threatened or insecure.is feeling threatened or insecure.is feeling threatened or insecure.is feeling threatened or insecure. As always, though, socially skilled girls walk 
a fine line. "If my friend is in trouble," a high school girl told me, "I'll help her 
out. She can rely on me. But you also don't want to rub it in their face if you do 
better."  

The most resilient girls are also aware of how they react to others' successes. 
They know that when they get back grades, they look around for clues as to 
how they performed compared to their friends. According to one high-schooler, 
"If my best friend is smiling, I think she's happy and she must've done better 
than me. Maybe she's just smarter." Another told me, "Every time a test is 
handed back, people ask me what my grade is. I'll admit I do that too. And the 
annoying thing is that maybe I'll get a B and I'm happy with it, but then 
someone gets a B plus and complains, you know?"  

Ideally, girls learn to accept that they will not always be first or best.Ideally, girls learn to accept that they will not always be first or best.Ideally, girls learn to accept that they will not always be first or best.Ideally, girls learn to accept that they will not always be first or best. They 
stop looking over their shoulders. Some even begin to take joy in their friends' 
accomplishments and talents. Sasha told me:  
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I really wanted to do well. I was seriously hurt when other people didn't do 
anything and got better grades than me. Some people go out every day after 
school with their friends and still achieve at a high level. Now that I've gone 
through high school for a while, I know myself as a student better and I've 
gotten used to the way things are. I know my friends' strengths and 
weaknesses, and I just take it at that. I know Jen always gets an A. It's okay.  

Smart conflict resolution 

Resolve Conflicts Effectively  
Addressing issues skillfullyAddressing issues skillfullyAddressing issues skillfullyAddressing issues skillfully--------clearly, tactfully, and directlyclearly, tactfully, and directlyclearly, tactfully, and directlyclearly, tactfully, and directly--------socially skilled socially skilled socially skilled socially skilled 
girls are often able to avoid many of the misunderstandings that plague less girls are often able to avoid many of the misunderstandings that plague less girls are often able to avoid many of the misunderstandings that plague less girls are often able to avoid many of the misunderstandings that plague less 
communicaticommunicaticommunicaticommunicative teens.ve teens.ve teens.ve teens. If your daughter is able to express her feelings 
appropriately--including negative emotions such as disappointment, anger, 
and frustration--she is two steps ahead of the game. The ability to avert social 
crises also protects her from the emotional upheavals that typically accompany 
them. With fewer distractions and less drain on their mental energy girls who With fewer distractions and less drain on their mental energy girls who With fewer distractions and less drain on their mental energy girls who With fewer distractions and less drain on their mental energy girls who 
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are secure in their relationships are better able to focus on and invest in are secure in their relationships are better able to focus on and invest in are secure in their relationships are better able to focus on and invest in are secure in their relationships are better able to focus on and invest in 
whatever they are doing.whatever they are doing.whatever they are doing.whatever they are doing.  
 

 

Of course, no relationship--either with peers or adults--is free from conflict. 
When clashes do occur, the more adeptly your daughter can address and 
resolve them, the better she can keep her relationships on an even keel. What 
can you do to help? Perhaps when she was younger you called her friend's 
mother and tried to work things out. Now that she is a teenager, however, that 
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level of involvement is inappropriate--unless she is involved in bullying or 
harassment, in which case you will report this to the authorities at her school.  

What you can do isWhat you can do isWhat you can do isWhat you can do is    listen attentively.listen attentively.listen attentively.listen attentively. Recap her viewpoint and clarify her 
feelings. If your teen wishes, help her brainstorm solutions. But think twice But think twice But think twice But think twice 
before offering unsolicited advice. before offering unsolicited advice. before offering unsolicited advice. before offering unsolicited advice. Also, be cautious about pointing out how her 
friends are probably feeling, because she might interpret that as evidence of 
your taking their sides. When you encourage your daughter to take ageWhen you encourage your daughter to take ageWhen you encourage your daughter to take ageWhen you encourage your daughter to take age----
appropriate responsibility for working out the snags in her friendships, you appropriate responsibility for working out the snags in her friendships, you appropriate responsibility for working out the snags in her friendships, you appropriate responsibility for working out the snags in her friendships, you 
are conveying your faith in her social skills.are conveying your faith in her social skills.are conveying your faith in her social skills.are conveying your faith in her social skills.  
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Repeated conflicts with her 
teachers will eventually erode 
her alliances with them. Take Take Take Take 
the position that blaming the position that blaming the position that blaming the position that blaming 
teachers won't help. teachers won't help. teachers won't help. teachers won't help. Instead, 
encourage her to work things 
out. Let her use you as a 
sounding board for thinking 
up possible solutions. Perhaps 
if she changes her approach in 
some way, her teacher will too.  

If not, suggest that she try to resolve the situation directly. Following the 
correct chain of command, suggest that she first schedule a meeting with her 
teacher. You can offer to be present. Girls take pride in approaching their 
teachers and resolving issues; they also know they earn adults' respect when 
they are proactive. But if that doesn't help, a visit with her guidance counselor 
or adviser is probably in order. As a parent, it may relieve you to know 
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firsthand that there are other support networks at school available to your 
daughter; this situation and its solution are not all on your shoulders.  

Beyond getting through the school year more happily and successfully, girls 
who are able to develop and maintain strong connections learn lessons far 
more valuable than good grades. At some point, your daughter will have to get your daughter will have to get your daughter will have to get your daughter will have to get 
along with people she finds along with people she finds along with people she finds along with people she finds 
difficultdifficultdifficultdifficult, whether they are 
lecturers, bosses, roommates, or 
coworkers. Strong social skills will 
enable her to minimize 
unpleasantness, work out 
differences, combat stress, and 
benefit from relationships that are 
empowering.  
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Your Daughter’s preferred learning style is a key to 

her success 

 

What Are Learning Styles?What Are Learning Styles?What Are Learning Styles?What Are Learning Styles?    
veryone gathers information about the world through three sensory 
receivers: visual (sight), auditory (sound), and kinesthetic (movement). 
Some people rely most on visual cues, others prefer auditory input, and 

still others learn best through movement. Educators refer to these differences 
as learning styles. According to Cheri Fuller, author of Unlocking Your Child’s 
Learning Potential, “Learning style entails how a person best takes in, 
understands, and remembers information.” She adds, “…in most children, one 
sense is usually more finely tuned and influential for learning than the 
others.” 

E
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Assessing Learning StylesAssessing Learning StylesAssessing Learning StylesAssessing Learning Styles    

So how do teachers identify students’ learning types? Only ten to fifteen 
percent of schools use formal tests to determine learning styles. I would like to 
see these percentages increase and the information added to students’ 
permanent records. Most teachers, however, especially in primary school, 
observe their students closely to determine learning styles. Then they use 
learning styles strategies that individualize instruction to take advantage of 
each student’s learning type. 

 

Find Your Find Your Find Your Find Your Daughter’sDaughter’sDaughter’sDaughter’s Learning StyleLearning StyleLearning StyleLearning Style    

It’s not hard to figure out a child’s dominant learning style. Does your child 
have a primarily visual learning style?  

• Visual learneVisual learneVisual learneVisual learners are watchersrs are watchersrs are watchersrs are watchers. As babies, they are often drawn to lights, 
colors, and movement. They revel in colorful toys and piles of picture 
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books. Visual learners enjoy and learn easily from pictures, handouts, 
videos, and films. In school, they can learn science principles by watching 
a science experiment rather than having to conduct the experiment 
themselves. 
  

• Auditory learners are listenersAuditory learners are listenersAuditory learners are listenersAuditory learners are listeners. They learn to talk early and, as toddlers, 
enjoy listening to tapes and playing musical instruments. Auditory 
learners are talkative. They like to read aloud, recall commercials word 
for word, and do tongue twisters. In school, they memorize maths facts 
much more easily in a song or poem than from flash cards.  
 

• Kinesthetic learners are handsKinesthetic learners are handsKinesthetic learners are handsKinesthetic learners are hands----on typeson typeson typeson types. Kids who love taking things 
apart to see how they work are kinesthetic learners. As babies, 
kinesthetic learners are in constant motion, their movements are well 
coordinated, and they are anxious to crawl and walk as quickly as 
possible. In a classroom, kinesthetic learners can be fidgety. They’ll often 
be the first to volunteer to do something —anything—active. They want 
to do an experiment not watch it or read about it. 
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Schooling at the high school level favors auditory learning. But students 
whose dominant learning style is visual or kinesthetic can improve their 
auditory learning skills. They can also incorporate many study techniques that 
draw on their learning-style strengths. The first step to taking best advantage 
of any child’s learning style is to identify and learn about it. 

Girls Preferred Learning StylesGirls Preferred Learning StylesGirls Preferred Learning StylesGirls Preferred Learning Styles    

Most studies agree that boys and girls have different learning types and 
therefore learn differently. Check out some of the key ways boys and girls 
demonstrate different learning styles.  

How do boys and girls experience school? Somewhat differently it seems, 
because their learning styles tend to differ somewhat. Although individual 
differences always trump gender-related differences, here are some differences 
between the ways boys and girls in K12 grades classrooms behave that have 
implications for teaching and learning. 
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Girls are more likely toGirls are more likely toGirls are more likely toGirls are more likely to    

1. be good listeners —a trait that serves them well in today's language-rich 
classrooms. 

2. print neatly and follow directions carefully. 

3. sit calmly in their seats. 

4. gather facts before they draw conclusions. 

5. need concrete examples when learning abstract principles. 

6. need to talk about their subject before beginning a writing project. 

7. work well in cooperative groups. 

8. entertain themselves during boring parts of the school day. 

9. pay attention to more than one activity at a time. 

10. discuss problems with a teacher. 

    

You’ve heard of them. Now find out exactly what learning styles are and why 
learning types are so important. Then figure out your child’s learning styles.  
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What Is My What Is My What Is My What Is My Daughter’sDaughter’sDaughter’sDaughter’s    Learning Style?Learning Style?Learning Style?Learning Style?    

By answering the following questions, you can discover how your child learns 
best. Knowing what kind of learner he is can help you keep him motivated and 
meet his individual learning needs. 

1) When studying, does your 1) When studying, does your 1) When studying, does your 1) When studying, does your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    prefer to: prefer to: prefer to: prefer to:     

 Study alone and in a quiet place 

 Study in a group so she can discuss with others 

 Spread out her study materials and move around 

2) What kind of directions does your 2) What kind of directions does your 2) What kind of directions does your 2) What kind of directions does your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    respond to?respond to?respond to?respond to?    

 Written 

 Spoken 

 Those she repeats in her own words 

3) How does your 3) How does your 3) How does your 3) How does your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    solve problems?solve problems?solve problems?solve problems?    

 She writes things down so he can look at them 
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 She talks about the problem with others 

 She does something physical while thinking about the problem 

4) How does your 4) How does your 4) How does your 4) How does your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    figure out how something works?figure out how something works?figure out how something works?figure out how something works?    

 She reads the manual 

 She listens to someone telling her how it works 

 She takes it apart 

5) To relax and unwind, which would your 5) To relax and unwind, which would your 5) To relax and unwind, which would your 5) To relax and unwind, which would your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    like to do most?like to do most?like to do most?like to do most?    

 Read a book 

 Listen to music 

 Go for a walk 

6) When in doubt as to how to spell a word, does your 6) When in doubt as to how to spell a word, does your 6) When in doubt as to how to spell a word, does your 6) When in doubt as to how to spell a word, does your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    ::::    

 Write it down to see how it looks 

 Spell it aloud to see how it sounds 

 Trace letters in the air to "spell" it 
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7) Of these three, which is your 7) Of these three, which is your 7) Of these three, which is your 7) Of these three, which is your daughter‘s daughter‘s daughter‘s daughter‘s favorite game?favorite game?favorite game?favorite game?    

 Scrabble (or other word games) 

 Bingo or cards 

 Twister or something physically active 

8) What kind of book would your 8) What kind of book would your 8) What kind of book would your 8) What kind of book would your daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    most likely read for fun?most likely read for fun?most likely read for fun?most likely read for fun?    

 Trivia with lots of pictures and charts 

 He prefers to listen to audio books with snappy dialog 

 He'd prefer to do puzzles 

9) My 9) My 9) My 9) My daughterdaughterdaughterdaughter    is attracted to:is attracted to:is attracted to:is attracted to:    

 Books, magazines, anything to read 

 Music, songs, and stories 

 Physical activities 
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Help for Learning style preferences 
 
Help Me Motivate My Visual LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Visual LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Visual LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Visual Learner        

Visual learners feel less frustrated and more motivated when they 
incorporate seeing into their studies. As a parent, you can use this 
knowledge to help your daughter focus on the strengths of his visual 
learning style to maximize her learning potential—even in subjects she 
previously struggled with. 

 
Try some of these visual learning style strategies to boost your student’s 
comprehension and retention: 

o Use coloUse coloUse coloUse colouuuur.r.r.r.    Buy a rainbow of coloured, fine-point markers, pencils, and 
highlighters. When your kid takes notes, encourage him to use different 
coloured pens for different concepts. Write spelling words (phthalates), 
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formulas (E=MC²), or key concepts (19th Amendment) three times: first 
in red, then in purple, and finally in blue. Encourage her to highlight 
important passages and points in stand-out shades such as neon pink. 

o Look at the pictures first.Look at the pictures first.Look at the pictures first.Look at the pictures first.    Before she reads a passage from her textbook, 
suggest that she go through and look at all the pictures, diagrams, and 
charts in the chapter and try to determine what points they are 
illustrating. When she reads the chapter, picturing the illustrations will 
help her remember key concepts. Of the three primary learning styles 
(auditory, visual, and kinesthetic), visual learners get the most out of this 
tip. 

o Use flashcards.Use flashcards.Use flashcards.Use flashcards.    Flashcards can help boost retention in your visual 
learner. Suggest she use them for maths facts, vocabulary, or anything 
else she needs to memorize. For history class, write dates on one side of 
the card and the key points about those dates on the other side. 

o See with the mind’s eye.See with the mind’s eye.See with the mind’s eye.See with the mind’s eye.    Challenge your daughter to visualize key facts or 
spelling words in his head when she’s trying to memorize them. 

o Take notes.Take notes.Take notes.Take notes.    Encourage your daughter to write down explanations for 
points that are difficult to understand at first. By taking notes and seeing 
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the information in different colors, she will clarify concepts and memorize 
them more readily. 

o Sit in front.Sit in front.Sit in front.Sit in front.    Help your daughter pay closer attention during lectures by 
suggesting that he keep his eye on the teachers at all times. 

o Get it in writing.Get it in writing.Get it in writing.Get it in writing.    Tell your student, “If your teacher writes it on the 
board, write it in your notes.” Prompt your visual learner to ask the 
teacher to repeat verbal directions or supply written directions whenever 
possible. 
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Help Me Motivate My Auditory LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Auditory LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Auditory LearnerHelp Me Motivate My Auditory Learner        

Auditory learners process and remember information best when they hear it 
and repeat it. You can use this knowledge to help your auditory learner 
customize her study habits. By recognizing her learning type and focusing 
on her strengths, you can help her succeed—even in subjects she  struggled 
with previously. 
 
Try some of these teacher-tested learning styles strategies to help your 
auditory learner boost her comprehension and retention. 

o Read aloud and repeat.Read aloud and repeat.Read aloud and repeat.Read aloud and repeat. Have your daughter use a highlighter to 
mark key concepts in handouts, textbooks, and written instructions. 
Then have her read the highlighted material aloud. When she needs 
to memorize facts—like the parts of a cell or spelling words—ask her 
to repeat the facts aloud to you several times. At school, encourage 
her to volunteer to read aloud to the class or a learning partner. 

o Record and reviewRecord and reviewRecord and reviewRecord and review.... To boost retention, have your daughter record 
lectures on a hand-held tape recorder. (Get the teacher’s permission 
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first). She can then review material at home, while riding in the car, 
etc. If she takes written notes, have her read them into the recorder 
and play them back to improve comprehension. She can also tape 
herself reading chapters from her textbooks and then listen to the 
tape to review. 

o Discuss.Discuss.Discuss.Discuss. Challenge your daughter to explain new concepts to you. If 
she’s studying photosynthesis, ask her questions like “What role does 
the sun play?” When she has required reading for English class, 
prompt her to retell the main points of the story, poem, or essay in 
her own words. 

o Practice word association.Practice word association.Practice word association.Practice word association. Encourage your daughter to use rhymes, 
acronyms, and jingles to help recall facts more easily, like Roy G. Biv 
(the colors of the rainbow: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, 
and violet). 

o Use audiotapes and CDs.Use audiotapes and CDs.Use audiotapes and CDs.Use audiotapes and CDs.    Have her ask the local librarian if a 
required book is available on tape. Tip: To increase comprehension, 
have her follow the text as she listens to the book. 
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o Participate.Participate.Participate.Participate. Urge your daughter to participate in class discussions 
and debates as well as ask questions during lectures to clarify 
concepts. Also, encourage your daughter to join study groups or find 
a study partner so she can discuss materials with peers. 

o Go to the head of the class.Go to the head of the class.Go to the head of the class.Go to the head of the class. Remind your daughter to sit in the front 
of the class so she can hear easily and stay focused on the teacher. Of 
the three primary learning styles (auditory, visual, and kinesthetic), 
auditory learners get the most out of this tip. 

o Ask for help.Ask for help.Ask for help.Ask for help. Encourage your daughter to ask friends and family 
members to quiz her orally as she prepares for tests. Or encourage 
her to ask her teacher to  explain written concepts orally to boost 
comprehension and retention. 
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Help Me Motivate My Help Me Motivate My Help Me Motivate My Help Me Motivate My Kinesthetic LearnerKinesthetic LearnerKinesthetic LearnerKinesthetic Learner        

Kinesthetic learners process information and solve problems most efficiently 
(and happily) when they can turn learning into a hands-on activity. You can 
use this knowledge to help your kinesthetic learner customize her study 
habits. By recognizing her learning type and focusing on her strengths, you 
can help her succeed—even in subjects she previously struggled with. 

 
Try some of these teacher-tested learning styles strategies to help your 
kinesthetic learner boost her comprehension and retention. 

Get a Grip on ItGet a Grip on ItGet a Grip on ItGet a Grip on It    

Whenever possible, help your daughter choose projects that let her use her 
hands. If she is studying the solar system, have her build a model of it. For 
social studies or history, have her locate the region being studied on a map 
or globe. 

Take Centre StageTake Centre StageTake Centre StageTake Centre Stage    
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Urge your daughter to participate in science fairs, plays, and art shows so 
she can shine. If he is social, encourage her to volunteer to work with 
younger kids or help out at a local animal shelter. These types of activities 
will boost self-esteem and motivation. 

Get More from ReadingGet More from ReadingGet More from ReadingGet More from Reading    
o When she reads, prompt her to follow along with her fingers or a 
bookmark to boost comprehension. Also, encourage your child to use 
bright colors to underline, circle, and highlight new concepts. 

o Have her rewrite relevant facts or key concepts in her own words. 
Jotting down main points of new material will help her retain 
information. Try having her record his notes on tape and listen to 
study during a long walk. 

o Ham it up! Have her act out a passage from the book she is assigned 
or put on a skit to demonstrate what she is studying. Be her 
audience or better yet get in on the act and play a role yourself.  
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Give Her a BreakGive Her a BreakGive Her a BreakGive Her a Break    

To help your daughter focus better and avoid getting bored, allow her to 
study in short time blocks (no more than thirty minutes at a time) and 
encourage her to do a physical activity during that break, such walking the 
dog or shooting some hoops. 

Explore TogetherExplore TogetherExplore TogetherExplore Together    

Visit natural history museums, botanical gardens, and planetariums. Keep 
an eye out for exhibits or programs that relate to things he is learning in 
class. If he is learning about ancient Egypt, go to a museum to experience 
items from ancient Egypt firsthand. 
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Teen Homework 

Homework Tips for Teens 

Setting the scene 

t this point, your teen has probably established her favourite place to do 
homework, so your main role is to stop your main role is to stop your main role is to stop your main role is to stop 
naggingnaggingnaggingnagging. If you were to visit households of 

some “grade A” high school students, chances are 
you'd catch one doing homework with MTV 
blaring in the background; another talking on the 
phone while completing a history paper; another 
working in the kitchen with her feet on the table; 
and yet another sprawled across the family room 
floor keeping up her A average. If you looked 
really hard, you might find one actually working 
at a desk in a quiet bedroom, but is she the 

A
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exception.  

Despite that, get a desk for your get a desk for your get a desk for your get a desk for your daudaudaudaughter’sghter’sghter’sghter’s    roomroomroomroom—be it a hand-me-down from 
Grandma's house or something from the unfinished furniture store. Why? 
Because whether or not she uses it for study, it represents a concrete family 
commitment to schoolwork—and provides an excellent place for storage, too.  

If the desk doesn't have a file drawer, visit a stationery or office supply store 
and buy a file box (they cost under $20) so your daughter will have a place to 
store the current year's papers. A simple, accessible filing system will let your 
daughter find previous notes, tests, and reports quickly and easily. 

Items you want to save for “posterity” are best stored in accordion file folders 
with plastic wraps. Place the best-written papers or projects in them, label 
them with your daughter’s name and the year, and store them somewhere out 
of the way.  
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Tools of the (Homework) Trade  

Just as cooking is a drag when you find you don't have the right ingredients, 
homework is tough without the necessary tools. At the beginning of the year, 
ask your daughter what school supplies she needs. Don't be surprised if she 
mentions paints, nails, or textiles; with the new emphasis on experiential 
learning, many high school students have to create, cook, or fashion something 
for class.  

Be flexible. If the plastic protractors she uses for maths keep getting broken in 
her backpack, do the smart thing: buy two and tell her to keep one at home buy two and tell her to keep one at home buy two and tell her to keep one at home buy two and tell her to keep one at home 
and leave one at schooland leave one at schooland leave one at schooland leave one at school.  

Stock your home library with a dictionary, 
thesaurus, and possibly an atlas. A good 
dictionary is worth the $30 price tag for hard 
cover; and thesauruses are available in 
paperback.  
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ConsiConsiConsiConsider whether you can afford a computerder whether you can afford a computerder whether you can afford a computerder whether you can afford a computer. If you can't add one to your 
household, investigate other ways your teen can work on one. Some 
communities give access to school computers during specified evening hours; 
some schools are investing in laptops that can be checked out like a library 
book; and many public libraries feature computers that anyone can use.  

Homework Made Easy  

By the time your teen enters year 12, your daughter has almost certainly 
established some type of pattern for the way she does her homework, so you 
may feel your job is done.  

Not so fast. Even a bright, well-organized girl may have trouble pacing herself 
for long-range assignments and juggling the work of five classes every night.  
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As a parent, you want your As a parent, you want your As a parent, you want your As a parent, you want your 
teen to get homework done teen to get homework done teen to get homework done teen to get homework done 
without having to impose without having to impose without having to impose without having to impose 
rules; you rules; you rules; you rules; you want your teen to want your teen to want your teen to want your teen to 
assume responsibilityassume responsibilityassume responsibilityassume responsibility so you 
don't have to stand over her 
menacingly with a ruler (just 
kidding!).  

To help, you might begin you might begin you might begin you might begin 
each year with a discussion of each year with a discussion of each year with a discussion of each year with a discussion of 
your teen's upcoming scheduleyour teen's upcoming scheduleyour teen's upcoming scheduleyour teen's upcoming schedule. If she plays soccer or has a role in the school 
play, then talk about when it makes the most sense to do homework. When 
she gets home? After rehearsal? Or maybe after dinner is the best time for her 
to buckle down to work. To help establish this pattern, you might pick an 
amount of time, say 60 to 90 minutes a day—and state that she's expected to 
read or do mentally challenging work during this “homework period.”  
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Making the time 

Homework Time Management: Teen-Style  

Perhaps the greatest gift you can give your child is the gift of greatest gift you can give your child is the gift of greatest gift you can give your child is the gift of greatest gift you can give your child is the gift of time time time time 
managementmanagementmanagementmanagement. . . . (Okay, okay, so you're disorganized. Don't worry; what you need 
to teach your teen is right here. And wouldn't this be a perfect time to get 
better organized yourself?)  

• Some schools provide students with school planners. If yours doesn't, Some schools provide students with school planners. If yours doesn't, Some schools provide students with school planners. If yours doesn't, Some schools provide students with school planners. If yours doesn't, 
then you should. Take her to a stationery store and let her choose a then you should. Take her to a stationery store and let her choose a then you should. Take her to a stationery store and let her choose a then you should. Take her to a stationery store and let her choose a 
ddddaily calendar that she's comfortable carrying. One that devotes a page aily calendar that she's comfortable carrying. One that devotes a page aily calendar that she's comfortable carrying. One that devotes a page aily calendar that she's comfortable carrying. One that devotes a page 
per day and leaves plenty of room for keeping track of assignments. per day and leaves plenty of room for keeping track of assignments. per day and leaves plenty of room for keeping track of assignments. per day and leaves plenty of room for keeping track of assignments. 
(Some students prefer a small flip(Some students prefer a small flip(Some students prefer a small flip(Some students prefer a small flip----top notepad for assignments.) top notepad for assignments.) top notepad for assignments.) top notepad for assignments.)     
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• Teach her to note the following information for eTeach her to note the following information for eTeach her to note the following information for eTeach her to note the following information for each assignment in each ach assignment in each ach assignment in each ach assignment in each 
subject: date, subject, assignment, due date, and date handed in. subject: date, subject, assignment, due date, and date handed in. subject: date, subject, assignment, due date, and date handed in. subject: date, subject, assignment, due date, and date handed in.     

• Purchase homework folders for each subject, and teach your child the Purchase homework folders for each subject, and teach your child the Purchase homework folders for each subject, and teach your child the Purchase homework folders for each subject, and teach your child the 
merits of categorization. That way, when it's time to pull out the social merits of categorization. That way, when it's time to pull out the social merits of categorization. That way, when it's time to pull out the social merits of categorization. That way, when it's time to pull out the social 
studies handout, your teen knows just where it will be. studies handout, your teen knows just where it will be. studies handout, your teen knows just where it will be. studies handout, your teen knows just where it will be.     

• If your child needs help with time management, hold his If your child needs help with time management, hold his If your child needs help with time management, hold his If your child needs help with time management, hold his telephone calls telephone calls telephone calls telephone calls 
until after his homework is done. until after his homework is done. until after his homework is done. until after his homework is done.     
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Doing Homework in Bites  

Help your teen to break a longHelp your teen to break a longHelp your teen to break a longHelp your teen to break a long----term assignment into parts.term assignment into parts.term assignment into parts.term assignment into parts. Sit down with her 
and help her break down the steps that might be involved in writing her year-
end term report on China, for example. Those steps might include the 
following:  

1. Choose a specific topic by doing some general reading.  

2. Get the topic approved by the teacher.  

3. Visit the library and check out books, periodicals, and computer 
reference materials on the topic.  

4. Read and take notes. (Most students could benefit from some guidance 
here. Slogging through an entire 600-page book on China's Long March 
is overkill for an eight-page report. Show her how to use resources 
selectively.)  

5. Write a rough draft and edit it.  

6. Produce a finished copy.  
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Starting with the project's due 
date, show your daughter how 
to calculate how much time 
she can devote to each stage. 
Mark a due date by each step.  

Foiling Procrastination  

A lifelong bad habit like 
procrastination starts with 
simple things, like chores and 
homework. If you sometimes 
procrastinate (and don't we 
all?), you know the feeling. You wait and wait, hoping the task will go 
away…then when it doesn't, you're stuck sweating it out at the last minute, 
doing a halfway job. You never feel good about it—not before, or during, or 
after the project.  
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Here are the five major reasons people procrastinate, and what you can do to 
help your daughter get past each of them:  

• They donThey donThey donThey don't know how to do something.'t know how to do something.'t know how to do something.'t know how to do something.        

If your teen is stuck, encourage her to go in early to get some help. High 
school kids are usually quite open about problems, so if you start this 
“academic coaching” early, you're more likely to have some influence 
later on. If you're a maths whiz, for example, you may find that you and 
she develop an extra bond because she can turn to you with her algebra 
questions.  

• They have poor work habits.They have poor work habits.They have poor work habits.They have poor work habits.        

A good time management trick that 
can take your teen a long way is 
teaching her to do the hardest do the hardest do the hardest do the hardest 
assignment first. assignment first. assignment first. assignment first. After she's 
finished with that, it makes the 
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rest of the night look easy.  

• They're afraid of not doing well, so they don't try.They're afraid of not doing well, so they don't try.They're afraid of not doing well, so they don't try.They're afraid of not doing well, so they don't try.        

This has to do with your teen's mind-set. Don't pressure her when it 
comes to academics. What you want to instill is curiosity and a pleasure 
in learning that will help her tackle things she's never tried before.  

• They'd rather be doing something elseThey'd rather be doing something elseThey'd rather be doing something elseThey'd rather be doing something else.  

This is where plain old self-discipline comes in. You can help by setting 
guidelines; for example, homework should come before television or 
telephone time.  

• They feel it has to be perfect.They feel it has to be perfect.They feel it has to be perfect.They feel it has to be perfect.        

Perfectionism is equally insidious. Writing and re-writing an 
assignment before it is finished is not good use of homework time. Teach 
her quick-fix methods (like using correcting fluid, erasable pens, and 
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computer word processing programs) and don't push for “perfect.” If you 
already have a perfectionist, give her a limit on the number of times she 
should allow herself to re-do something (two times?).  

When I got home the other day, my 
daughter was in our dining room, 
surrounded by books and notebooks, 
talking with friends who were peering out 
of two squares on her laptop’s screen. “Hi 
mum,” she says, “I’m studying for my 
history test.” 

My daughter’s engagement with digital 
technology is lightyears away from mine, 
although I also spend my days working on 
a computer, monitoring e-mails and checking the Web. I-chats, IMs, cell 
phones, text, and Facebook already have made the way my daughter hangs 
out with her friends different from the way I did with my pals. Sometimes it 
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feels almost 24/7. The two-hour long phone calls my 13-year-old self used to 
have with my girlfriends are positively brief by comparison. 

And clearly, technology is also altering the way my daughter studies, often 
shifting it from a solitary endeavor to a more of a group effort. Last fall, the 
MacArthur Foundation report, Living and Learning with New Media: 
Summary of Findings from the Digital Youth Project, noted that “youths using youths using youths using youths using 
new media new media new media new media often learn from their peers, not teachers or adultsoften learn from their peers, not teachers or adultsoften learn from their peers, not teachers or adultsoften learn from their peers, not teachers or adults, and notions of 
expertise and authority have been turned on their heads.” It was referring to 
how teens explore digital technology, but I think the statement also could be 
applied to a certain degree to how kids these days do homework.  

My daughter goes to her school’s Web site to find out what her homework is 
and checks its Moodle sites to call up everything that her teacher has written 
in the classroom’s electronic board that day. She also can join student forums 
to discuss the day’s lesson. Onteenstoday.com lists other digital tools that kids 
might use such as Google docs and Wikis to work together on projects and do 
study guides. 
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The question I’ve been asking is: How do I monitor this? What ground rules do How do I monitor this? What ground rules do How do I monitor this? What ground rules do How do I monitor this? What ground rules do 
I set? I set? I set? I set? How much studying vs. socializing gets done? And does the answer 
matter? 

Another way to think about 'monitoring' is 'applauding''applauding''applauding''applauding'————providing support providing support providing support providing support 
and recognition that your daughter and her friends are working togetherand recognition that your daughter and her friends are working togetherand recognition that your daughter and her friends are working togetherand recognition that your daughter and her friends are working together, that 
they're mastering the material, and that they're flexible and inventive in using 
technology. Assuming the quiz scores, test grades, and other results show that 
to be the case, and that they're not up all night long (maybe those are the 
ground rules). Trusting our kids to work out their own solutions can go a long Trusting our kids to work out their own solutions can go a long Trusting our kids to work out their own solutions can go a long Trusting our kids to work out their own solutions can go a long 
way toward buildway toward buildway toward buildway toward building their confidence, independence, and resourcefulness,ing their confidence, independence, and resourcefulness,ing their confidence, independence, and resourcefulness,ing their confidence, independence, and resourcefulness, 
whatever technology they use. And since school began, kids have mixed study 
with socializing. 
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Stress in Teen Girls: Who's at Risk? 

What I discovered is that all girls, even highly 
functioning ones, can be toppled into crises by a toppled into crises by a toppled into crises by a toppled into crises by a 
constellation of circumstances: temperament, constellation of circumstances: temperament, constellation of circumstances: temperament, constellation of circumstances: temperament, 
personality style, past history, school dynamics, personality style, past history, school dynamics, personality style, past history, school dynamics, personality style, past history, school dynamics, 
and community cultures.and community cultures.and community cultures.and community cultures. Furthermore, these at-
risk girls form five distinct groups, each sharing 
specific vulnerabilities and preoccupations. Of 
course, teens often exhibit characteristics of more 
than one profile and have different sensitivities to 
stress over time. But these typologies of stressed-
out girls offer parents a framework within which 
to identify and understand teens' most common 
struggles, anticipate crises, and step in most effectively to avert them.  
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Girls who are perfectionistic, for example, are pressured by the consuming Girls who are perfectionistic, for example, are pressured by the consuming Girls who are perfectionistic, for example, are pressured by the consuming Girls who are perfectionistic, for example, are pressured by the consuming 
need to be exceptional.need to be exceptional.need to be exceptional.need to be exceptional. Because they fear making mistakes that could cost 
them their dreams or expose them as frauds, they avoid the risks that are 
often necessary for true discovery and accomplishment. Unless they feel sure 
of succeeding, they steer clear of challenges and stick instead to what seems 
safe or conventional. With this mind-set, even mundane events such as getting 
disappointing grades, annoying their teachers, losing games, or fighting with 
their friends can seem cataclysmic.  

Teens who experience personal or familyTeens who experience personal or familyTeens who experience personal or familyTeens who experience personal or family    problems problems problems problems 
make up another group of vulnerable girls make up another group of vulnerable girls make up another group of vulnerable girls make up another group of vulnerable girls whose 
pressing concerns prevent them from being able to 
invest fully in many areas of their lives. Strong 
emotions such as anger, anxiety, and despair--which 
they typically have trouble managing--sap their 
energy and prevent these girls from thinking sharply, 
flexibly, and creatively.  
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Teens in transition also need to adaptTeens in transition also need to adaptTeens in transition also need to adaptTeens in transition also need to adapt to a suddenly changed world. That is 
why girls who are starting high school or transferring to new schools are 
particularly vulnerable to the effects of stress--as are their families. 
Nervousness about the unknown, as well as the need to acclimate to different 
surroundings and demands, challenges everyone's coping skills.  

Another at-risk group is made up of    insecure girls who long for peer insecure girls who long for peer insecure girls who long for peer insecure girls who long for peer 
acceptance. acceptance. acceptance. acceptance. Their intense alertness to their classmates' judgments siphons off 
crucial energy better directed toward creativity and achievement. Instead of Instead of Instead of Instead of 
thinking about lessons and ideas, they obsess about whether their outfits are thinking about lessons and ideas, they obsess about whether their outfits are thinking about lessons and ideas, they obsess about whether their outfits are thinking about lessons and ideas, they obsess about whether their outfits are 
acceptable, acceptable, acceptable, acceptable, what someone's behaviour 
means, or if the comment they just 
blurted is really dumb. Insecure girls 
play it safe by fading into the 
background. They are loath to participate 
or speak up in class. In fact, they will do 
anything to avoid sparking debate, 
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controversy, or possible derision.  

Last, there are girls who feel undervalued at homegirls who feel undervalued at homegirls who feel undervalued at homegirls who feel undervalued at home or in school. Like square 
pegs in round holes, they don't fit in. Sometimes their interests are unlike 
those of their classmates. Or they learn differently. When their talents don't 
resemble those of their family's, girls feel different (read "inferior"). In addition 
to the typical stress for success, then, square pegs feel additional pressures to feel additional pressures to feel additional pressures to feel additional pressures to 
live up to the standards they perceive in their familylive up to the standards they perceive in their familylive up to the standards they perceive in their familylive up to the standards they perceive in their family or school cultures. If 
they're not round pegs, they feel like failures. 

All stressedAll stressedAll stressedAll stressed----out girls are prone to becoming estranged from their inner lives.out girls are prone to becoming estranged from their inner lives.out girls are prone to becoming estranged from their inner lives.out girls are prone to becoming estranged from their inner lives. 
Even teens who are driven to achieve are so busy living up to others' 
expectations that they either don't develop or eventually relinquish their own 
goals.  

They are so focused on achieving external emblems of success that they don't they don't they don't they don't 
get the chance to get the chance to get the chance to get the chance to figure out what really excites them and gives them pleasure.figure out what really excites them and gives them pleasure.figure out what really excites them and gives them pleasure.figure out what really excites them and gives them pleasure. 
They barely know who they are or who they want to become. More troubling, 
when accomplishments lose meaning, teens begin to feel bored and empty, 
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states that are related to the prevalence of serious problems such as 
depression, self-cutting, and eating disorders among young women today.  

In contrast, girls who have been given the chance to get to know themselves In contrast, girls who have been given the chance to get to know themselves In contrast, girls who have been given the chance to get to know themselves In contrast, girls who have been given the chance to get to know themselves 
and to pursue their true interests are two steps ahead of the game.and to pursue their true interests are two steps ahead of the game.and to pursue their true interests are two steps ahead of the game.and to pursue their true interests are two steps ahead of the game. Teens who 
believe their parents and teachers have hopes for them that are realistic--and 
in line with their actual talents and passions--feel most equipped to succeed.  

Equally important, while affluence and having exceptionally accomplished 
parents can increase teens' pressures and obligations, other factors protect 
them. What really matters is how resilient girls are to stress; really matters is how resilient girls are to stress; really matters is how resilient girls are to stress; really matters is how resilient girls are to stress; this is 
determined by their self-confidence, social acceptance, perceptions of being 
valued, and coping skills.  
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This is why intellect and fine sintellect and fine sintellect and fine sintellect and fine schooling do not guarantee success. chooling do not guarantee success. chooling do not guarantee success. chooling do not guarantee success. In fact, the 
research is clear: Most successful people successful people successful people successful people 
are not necessarily brilliant, but they are are not necessarily brilliant, but they are are not necessarily brilliant, but they are are not necessarily brilliant, but they are 
selfselfselfself----directed and passionate about what directed and passionate about what directed and passionate about what directed and passionate about what 
they dothey dothey dothey do.  

Researchers identified six attributes 
associated with long-term life success:  

1.1.1.1. selfselfselfself----awareness, awareness, awareness, awareness,     
2.2.2.2. proactivity, proactivity, proactivity, proactivity,     
3.3.3.3. perseverance, perseverance, perseverance, perseverance,     
4.4.4.4. goalgoalgoalgoal----setting, setting, setting, setting,     
5.5.5.5. effective support systems, and effective support systems, and effective support systems, and effective support systems, and     
6.6.6.6. emotional coping strategies. emotional coping strategies. emotional coping strategies. emotional coping strategies.     
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What this means is that all the ambition in the world is not going to make up 
for a poor work ethic, lack of integrity, disorganization, or trouble getting 
along with others. Graduating from an elite school is not going to matter in Graduating from an elite school is not going to matter in Graduating from an elite school is not going to matter in Graduating from an elite school is not going to matter in 
the long run if a teen feels stressed out, insecure, discouraged, defective, the long run if a teen feels stressed out, insecure, discouraged, defective, the long run if a teen feels stressed out, insecure, discouraged, defective, the long run if a teen feels stressed out, insecure, discouraged, defective, or or or or 
resentfulresentfulresentfulresentful. Unless girls have their emotional and social houses in order, they 
can't focus their energy and fully use their talents. Being smart is never 
enough. 
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If an Adolescent Begins To Fail in School, What Can 

Parents Do?  

 was school today?" Carol's mother asked tentatively. 
"Awful!" was the reply as Carol dropped her backpack 
in the middle of the kitchen floor and started stomping 

up the stairs to her bedroom. "It was the worst day ever. I don't know why you 
even bother to ask me!" Carol's mother sighed. She had expected that the teen 
years would be difficult, but she hoped that Carol would grow out of this 
difficult time soon.  

Is this simply a ‘phase”Is this simply a ‘phase”Is this simply a ‘phase”Is this simply a ‘phase”    
Many teens experience a time when keeping up with school work is difficMany teens experience a time when keeping up with school work is difficMany teens experience a time when keeping up with school work is difficMany teens experience a time when keeping up with school work is difficult.ult.ult.ult. 
These periods may last several weeks and may include social problems as well 
as a slide in academic performance. Research suggests that problems are more 
likely to occur during a transitional year, such as moving from one to another 
school. Some adolescents are able to get through this time with minimal 

"How
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assistance from their parents or teachers. It may be enough for a parent to be parent to be parent to be parent to be 
available simply to listen and suggest coping strategies,available simply to listen and suggest coping strategies,available simply to listen and suggest coping strategies,available simply to listen and suggest coping strategies, provide a supportive 
home environment, and encourage the child's participation in school activities. 
However, when the difficulties last longer than a single term, or are linked to 
a long-term pattern of poor school performance or problematic behaviours, 
parents may need to interveneparents may need to interveneparents may need to interveneparents may need to intervene.  

Identifying Adolescents Who Are At Risk For FailureIdentifying Adolescents Who Are At Risk For FailureIdentifying Adolescents Who Are At Risk For FailureIdentifying Adolescents Who Are At Risk For Failure    
Some "at-risk" indicators may represent persistent problems from the early 
primary school years for some children.  Other students may overcome early 
difficulties but begin to experience related problems during high school. For 
others, some of these indicators may become noticeable only in early 
adolescence. To intervene effectively, parents can be aware of some common 
indicators of an adolescent at risk for school failure, including:  

* Attention problems as a young child* Attention problems as a young child* Attention problems as a young child* Attention problems as a young child--------the student has a school history of the student has a school history of the student has a school history of the student has a school history of 
attention issues or disruptive behavior. attention issues or disruptive behavior. attention issues or disruptive behavior. attention issues or disruptive behavior.     
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* Multiple retentions in grade* Multiple retentions in grade* Multiple retentions in grade* Multiple retentions in grade--------the student has been retained one or more the student has been retained one or more the student has been retained one or more the student has been retained one or more 
years. years. years. years.     

* Poor grades* Poor grades* Poor grades* Poor grades--------the student consistently perfothe student consistently perfothe student consistently perfothe student consistently performs at barely average or below rms at barely average or below rms at barely average or below rms at barely average or below 
average levels. average levels. average levels. average levels.     

* Absenteeism* Absenteeism* Absenteeism* Absenteeism--------the student is absent five or more days per term. the student is absent five or more days per term. the student is absent five or more days per term. the student is absent five or more days per term.     

* Lack of connection with the school* Lack of connection with the school* Lack of connection with the school* Lack of connection with the school--------the student is not involved in sports, the student is not involved in sports, the student is not involved in sports, the student is not involved in sports, 
music, or other schoolmusic, or other schoolmusic, or other schoolmusic, or other school----related extracurricular activities. related extracurricular activities. related extracurricular activities. related extracurricular activities.     

* Beh* Beh* Beh* Behavioavioavioaviouuuur problemsr problemsr problemsr problems--------the student may be frequently disciplined or show a the student may be frequently disciplined or show a the student may be frequently disciplined or show a the student may be frequently disciplined or show a 
sudden change in school behaviosudden change in school behaviosudden change in school behaviosudden change in school behaviouuuur, such as withdrawing from class r, such as withdrawing from class r, such as withdrawing from class r, such as withdrawing from class 
discussions. discussions. discussions. discussions.     

* Lack of confidence* Lack of confidence* Lack of confidence* Lack of confidence--------the student believes that success is linked to native the student believes that success is linked to native the student believes that success is linked to native the student believes that success is linked to native 
intelligence rather than hard wintelligence rather than hard wintelligence rather than hard wintelligence rather than hard work, and believes that his or her own ability is ork, and believes that his or her own ability is ork, and believes that his or her own ability is ork, and believes that his or her own ability is 
insufficient, and nothing can be done to change the situation. insufficient, and nothing can be done to change the situation. insufficient, and nothing can be done to change the situation. insufficient, and nothing can be done to change the situation.     
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* Limited goals for the future* Limited goals for the future* Limited goals for the future* Limited goals for the future--------the student seems unaware of career options the student seems unaware of career options the student seems unaware of career options the student seems unaware of career options 
available or how to attain those goals. available or how to attain those goals. available or how to attain those goals. available or how to attain those goals.     

When more than one of these attributes characterizes an adolescent, the 
student will likely need assistance from both parents student will likely need assistance from both parents student will likely need assistance from both parents student will likely need assistance from both parents and teachers to complete 
his or her educational experience successfully. Girls, and students from 
culturally or linguistically diverse groups, may be especially at risk for 
academic failure if they exhibit these behaviours. Stepping back and letting letting letting letting 
these students "figure it out" or "take responsibility for their own learning" these students "figure it out" or "take responsibility for their own learning" these students "figure it out" or "take responsibility for their own learning" these students "figure it out" or "take responsibility for their own learning" 
may lead to a deeper cycle of failuremay lead to a deeper cycle of failuremay lead to a deeper cycle of failuremay lead to a deeper cycle of failure within the school environment.  
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AdolescentsAdolescentsAdolescentsAdolescents    Want To Feel Connected To Their Family, School, Want To Feel Connected To Their Family, School, Want To Feel Connected To Their Family, School, Want To Feel Connected To Their Family, School, 

Teachers, And PeersTeachers, And PeersTeachers, And PeersTeachers, And Peers    

    

In a recent survey, when 
students were asked to 
evaluate their transitional 
years, they indicated 
interest in connecting to 
their new school and requested more information about extracurricular 
activities, careers, class schedules, and study skills. Schools that develop 
programs that ease transitions for students and increase communication 
between schools may be able to reduce student failure rates. Some schools 
make a special effort to keep in touch with their students.  
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The Role Of Parenting Style The Role Of Parenting Style The Role Of Parenting Style The Role Of Parenting Style     

Parenting style will have an impact on the child's school behaviour. Many 
experts distinguish among permissive,  authoritarian, and authoritative permissive,  authoritarian, and authoritative permissive,  authoritarian, and authoritative permissive,  authoritarian, and authoritative 
parenting stylesparenting stylesparenting stylesparenting styles. These parenting styles are associated with different 
combinations of warmth, support, and limit-setting and supervision for 
children.  

The permissive style tends to emphasize warmth and neglect limitThe permissive style tends to emphasize warmth and neglect limitThe permissive style tends to emphasize warmth and neglect limitThe permissive style tends to emphasize warmth and neglect limit----setting and setting and setting and setting and 
supervision; supervision; supervision; supervision;     

the authoritarian style tends to emphasize the latter andthe authoritarian style tends to emphasize the latter andthe authoritarian style tends to emphasize the latter andthe authoritarian style tends to emphasize the latter and    not the former; not the former; not the former; not the former;     

while the authoritative style is one in which parents offer warmth and while the authoritative style is one in which parents offer warmth and while the authoritative style is one in which parents offer warmth and while the authoritative style is one in which parents offer warmth and 
support, and limitsupport, and limitsupport, and limitsupport, and limit----setting and supervision. setting and supervision. setting and supervision. setting and supervision.     

When the authoritative parenting style is used, the adolescent may be more authoritative parenting style is used, the adolescent may be more authoritative parenting style is used, the adolescent may be more authoritative parenting style is used, the adolescent may be more 
likely to experience academic success.likely to experience academic success.likely to experience academic success.likely to experience academic success. Authoritative parents are warm and Authoritative parents are warm and Authoritative parents are warm and Authoritative parents are warm and 
responsiveresponsiveresponsiveresponsive but are also able to establish and enforce standards for their 
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children's behaviour, monitor conduct, and encourage communication. 
Authoritative parents make clear that they expect responsible behaviour from 
their child their adolescent or the school when their teen seems to be having 
difficulty.  
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However, it is important to remember that adolescents need their parents not adolescents need their parents not adolescents need their parents not adolescents need their parents not 
only to set appropriate expectations and boundaries, but also to advocate for only to set appropriate expectations and boundaries, but also to advocate for only to set appropriate expectations and boundaries, but also to advocate for only to set appropriate expectations and boundaries, but also to advocate for 
themthemthemthem. Teachers can ease a parent's concerns by including the parent as part of 
the student's educational support team. When an adolescent is having 
difficulty, parents and teachers can assist by:  

* making the time to listen to and try to understand the teen's fears* making the time to listen to and try to understand the teen's fears* making the time to listen to and try to understand the teen's fears* making the time to listen to and try to understand the teen's fears    or or or or 
concerns; concerns; concerns; concerns;     

* setting appropriate boundaries for behavio* setting appropriate boundaries for behavio* setting appropriate boundaries for behavio* setting appropriate boundaries for behaviouuuur that are consistently enforced; r that are consistently enforced; r that are consistently enforced; r that are consistently enforced;     

* encouraging the teen to participate in one or more school activities; * encouraging the teen to participate in one or more school activities; * encouraging the teen to participate in one or more school activities; * encouraging the teen to participate in one or more school activities;     

* attending school functions, sports, and plays; * attending school functions, sports, and plays; * attending school functions, sports, and plays; * attending school functions, sports, and plays;     

* meeting as a team, including * meeting as a team, including * meeting as a team, including * meeting as a team, including parents, teachers, and school counseparents, teachers, and school counseparents, teachers, and school counseparents, teachers, and school counselllllor, asking lor, asking lor, asking lor, asking 
how they can support the teen's learning environment, and sharing their how they can support the teen's learning environment, and sharing their how they can support the teen's learning environment, and sharing their how they can support the teen's learning environment, and sharing their 
expectations for the child's future; expectations for the child's future; expectations for the child's future; expectations for the child's future;     
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* arranging tutoring or study group support for the teen from the school or the * arranging tutoring or study group support for the teen from the school or the * arranging tutoring or study group support for the teen from the school or the * arranging tutoring or study group support for the teen from the school or the 
community; community; community; community;     

* pro* pro* pro* providing a supportive home that clearly values viding a supportive home that clearly values viding a supportive home that clearly values viding a supportive home that clearly values 
education; education; education; education;     

* helping the child think about career options by * helping the child think about career options by * helping the child think about career options by * helping the child think about career options by 
arranging for visits to local companies and arranging for visits to local companies and arranging for visits to local companies and arranging for visits to local companies and 
universitiesuniversitiesuniversitiesuniversities, picking up information on careers , picking up information on careers , picking up information on careers , picking up information on careers 
and courses, and encouraging an internship or and courses, and encouraging an internship or and courses, and encouraging an internship or and courses, and encouraging an internship or 
careercareercareercareer----orieorieorieoriented partnted partnted partnted part----time job; time job; time job; time job;     

* encouraging the teen to volunteer in the * encouraging the teen to volunteer in the * encouraging the teen to volunteer in the * encouraging the teen to volunteer in the 
community or to participate in community groups community or to participate in community groups community or to participate in community groups community or to participate in community groups 
or other serviceor other serviceor other serviceor other service----oriented groups to provide an outoriented groups to provide an outoriented groups to provide an outoriented groups to provide an out----
ofofofof----school support system; school support system; school support system; school support system;     

* emphasizing at home the importance of study skills, hard work, * emphasizing at home the importance of study skills, hard work, * emphasizing at home the importance of study skills, hard work, * emphasizing at home the importance of study skills, hard work, and followand followand followand follow----
through. through. through. through.     
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Final thoughtsFinal thoughtsFinal thoughtsFinal thoughts    
Understanding the factors that may put an adolescent at-risk for academic 
failure will help parents determine if their teen is in need of extra support. 
Above all, parents need to persevere.parents need to persevere.parents need to persevere.parents need to persevere. The teen years do pass, and most 
adolescents survive them, in spite of bumps along the way. Being aware of 
common problems can help parents know when it is important to reach out help parents know when it is important to reach out help parents know when it is important to reach out help parents know when it is important to reach out 
and ask for helpand ask for helpand ask for helpand ask for help before a "difficult time" develops into a more serious 
situation.  
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Parents, Problems, and Advocacy: Effective School 

Solutions 
Everywhere we turn, parents are encouraged to be more responsible for their 
children’s education. Most educators would agree this minimally means 
sending our children to school ready to learn with a good night’s rest and a 
belly full of breakfast. 

Being responsible for our children’s education also means advocating for them 
when a problem occurs at school. 

Whether it’s social violence on the playground or a poor classroom 
performance, parents can be more effective when they have a strategy -- rather 
than letting their emotions get the best of them. 

Here are 10 simple steps for parents to follow when a problem arises at 
school:  
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1. Define and examine your concerns.Define and examine your concerns.Define and examine your concerns.Define and examine your concerns. 
Do your homework. It is critical to collect all the facts and articulate the 
problem clearly to be believable. Does this problem involve other children? 
If so, consider involving other parents in this process. There is credibility in 
numbers.  

2. Develop possible solutions.Develop possible solutions.Develop possible solutions.Develop possible solutions. 
This sets a positive tone indicating you want to work in partnership with 
the school to resolve the problem. You’re not merely complaining, but 
offering potential solutions.  

3. Prepare a written document.Prepare a written document.Prepare a written document.Prepare a written document. 
To an extent, the education system has forced school personnel into the role 
of bureaucrats, and their language is paper. Having a written document 
makes the school take your concerns seriously. The document should 
contain a list of your issues, potential solutions and questions. The tone 
should reflect your desire to work positively with the school.  

4. Meet with the teacher.Meet with the teacher.Meet with the teacher.Meet with the teacher. 
Make an appointment with the teacher. Consider having your spouse or a 
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friend accompany you for support. Inform the teacher whom to expect at 
the meeting.  

5. Approach the meeting with a positive attitude.Approach the meeting with a positive attitude.Approach the meeting with a positive attitude.Approach the meeting with a positive attitude. 
Leave your emotions outside the meeting room. Negative behavior will only 
discredit your message; your behavior must stay above reproach. Using 
your document as the basis for the meeting’s agenda, keep an open mind 
and don’t be afraid to ask questions.  

6. Define the next step.Define the next step.Define the next step.Define the next step. 
At the end of the meeting ask:  
o What is the next step? 
o Who will be responsible for that step? 
o What is the date the next step occur? 

This step is crucial; it keeps the meeting from being merely a gripe session 
and increases the likelihood of a positive outcome. Leave a copy of your 
written document with the teacher.  

7. Document eventsDocument eventsDocument eventsDocument events.  
Keep a record of all meetings and phone calls including dates and people 
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involved, along with your initial document and any letters. Politely 
informing the school you are documenting the events lets the school know 
you are serious.  

8. Follow the chain of commandFollow the chain of commandFollow the chain of commandFollow the chain of command.  
If you and the teacher are unable to resolve the problem, go to the next link 
in the chain of command. Usually the chain of command looks like this: 
teacher, principal, superintendent, school board member. Use steps 1 
through 7 with each person on the chain.  

9. Consider all your educational options.Consider all your educational options.Consider all your educational options.Consider all your educational options. 
If your children’s school is unwilling to work with you to resolve the 
problem, look at the educational choices parents have in your state. 
Parents now have more free choices than ever before, including public 
charter schools, limited private school vouchers or other district schools. 
Contact your state’s education department to learn more about your 
options.  

10. Never forget, you aNever forget, you aNever forget, you aNever forget, you are responsible for the education of your children.re responsible for the education of your children.re responsible for the education of your children.re responsible for the education of your children. 
You are the only constant from kindergarten through college in your 
children’s education. There is no guarantee any educational system will 
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ensure your children’s educational needs are met; ultimately, it’s your 
responsibility. Don’t abdicate that responsibility to your children’s schools; 
delegate and oversee it. Your children’s future depends on it.  
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A Positive School Environment for Girls 

When psychologist and author Daniel Goleman discusses the sort of school 
culture that encourages students to develop people skills or emotional literacy, 
he suggests building "a place where students feel respected, cared about, and 
bonded to classmates and teachers." Essentially, he is describing a supportive 
community.  

Teenage girls wholeheartedly agree. When it comes to their feelings about 
school, there seems to be no middle ground: Either they feel safe and cared for, Either they feel safe and cared for, Either they feel safe and cared for, Either they feel safe and cared for, 
or they are unhappy.or they are unhappy.or they are unhappy.or they are unhappy. Danielle vividly describes what it feels like for girls in 
less than ideal school settings:  

I have had to adjust to two new teachers so far this year, which I think adds to 
the stress. My homeroom teacher was moved across town because he was 
accused of sexual harassment. My German teacher retired unexpectedly, and 
now we have this teacher who can't speak English and no one is learning 
anything. Today, two students were kicked out for "being bad," and neither of 
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those two students deserved to be moved. Our principal is recording our class 
now. It is rather depressing to start your school day off with total and utter 
chaos. So, for me, learning isn't fun anymore, which is unfortunate.  

The one thing girls would change to make their school experiences better is to 
strengthen their ties with the people they see daily and improve the social 
climates of their schools. For example, girls in high school say they would like  

• "Nicer friends and teachers." "Nicer friends and teachers." "Nicer friends and teachers." "Nicer friends and teachers."     
• "More empathic friends." "More empathic friends." "More empathic friends." "More empathic friends."     
• "Friendlier people." "Friendlier people." "Friendlier people." "Friendlier people."     
• "Fewer cliques." "Fewer cliques." "Fewer cliques." "Fewer cliques."     
• "Closer relationships with faculty and staff." "Closer relationships with faculty and staff." "Closer relationships with faculty and staff." "Closer relationships with faculty and staff."     
• "More caring and helpful teachers.""More caring and helpful teachers.""More caring and helpful teachers.""More caring and helpful teachers."    

Psychologists found that schools with positive climates--characterized by 
factors such as well-managed classrooms and moderate disciplinary policies--
may reduce teens' emotional distress along with their risk of substance use, 
deviant behavior, violence, and pregnancy.  
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The key factor is students' sense of attachment to their schoolsThe key factor is students' sense of attachment to their schoolsThe key factor is students' sense of attachment to their schoolsThe key factor is students' sense of attachment to their schools. Although most 
students in most schools report feeling connected, a staggering one third of 
teens feel disenfranchised. As you wonder whether your daughter's school 
environment facilitates connectedness, consider the following findings: 

School Characteristics  
It may surprise you that school type--whether your daughter attends a public 
or private, school--has been found to have no effect on the connectedness of 
students. Neither does class size. Even the level of teachers' educational 
experience has no impact. But the size of the school matters. When schools are 
smaller (ideally, fewer than six hundred students), kids feel more connected 
because there is more personal contact among students, faculty, and 
administration. Theoretically, the better girls and their teachers get to know better girls and their teachers get to know better girls and their teachers get to know better girls and their teachers get to know 
one another and feel comfortable with one another, the more one another and feel comfortable with one another, the more one another and feel comfortable with one another, the more one another and feel comfortable with one another, the more likely they are to likely they are to likely they are to likely they are to 
develop personal relationships.develop personal relationships.develop personal relationships.develop personal relationships.  

Classroom Management  
How classrooms are managed is also vital. Students feel more connected when Students feel more connected when Students feel more connected when Students feel more connected when 
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they are treated as valued members of the school communitythey are treated as valued members of the school communitythey are treated as valued members of the school communitythey are treated as valued members of the school community. Teachers make 
this happen when they consistently acknowledge every student--not just the 
highly achieving ones or personal favorites.    Teens also feel respected when Teens also feel respected when Teens also feel respected when Teens also feel respected when 
they are allowed to manage themselves rather than being micromanaged. they are allowed to manage themselves rather than being micromanaged. they are allowed to manage themselves rather than being micromanaged. they are allowed to manage themselves rather than being micromanaged. 
They also feel more connected to schools with moderate--rather than strict, 
harsh, or zero-tolerance--disciplinary policies.  

Social Inclusion 
Connectedness is associated with social inclusion. Students who feel most 
integrated with their schools have friends in class, across race and gender, and 
in overlapping cliques. CCCConnected teens are also involved in extracurricular onnected teens are also involved in extracurricular onnected teens are also involved in extracurricular onnected teens are also involved in extracurricular 
activities.activities.activities.activities. These factors go hand in hand. The safer and more accepted teen safer and more accepted teen safer and more accepted teen safer and more accepted teen 
girls feel in school, the more apt they are to join in;girls feel in school, the more apt they are to join in;girls feel in school, the more apt they are to join in;girls feel in school, the more apt they are to join in; and the more they 
participate in school-related activities, the more connected they feel to their 
peers, teachers, and administrators.  

A Tolerant School Culture 
What enables this kind of involvement is a tolerant school culture in which tolerant school culture in which tolerant school culture in which tolerant school culture in which 
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girls feel less pgirls feel less pgirls feel less pgirls feel less pressure to fit in and conform.ressure to fit in and conform.ressure to fit in and conform.ressure to fit in and conform. The road to social success is not a 
tightrope, but a wider, less precarious path. In relatively open-minded high 
schools, for example, girls believe that social inclusion and popularity are 
determined by more than superficial or elusive qualities. They think it is okay, 
perhaps even cool, to be smart. Roles in the school play, maths prizes, and 
creative writing publications are valued along with netball trophies. Social 
acceptance isn't determined by a certain brand of jeans, a boyfriend from the 
popular crowd, or being seen at a particular party.  

Addie describes her high school as inclusive: "There's not a vicious popularity 
thing going on here. This group of guys and girls has been friends since 
primary school. It's not about money or clothes. You don't have to have blonde 
hair or blue eyes. It's how long you've known them and if you mesh well 
together."  

There is a similarly nonjudgmental attitude about body type that is liberating 
to these teenage girls. "Skinny isn't a requirement," announces Suzanne. "Just 
be toned, not enormous, and wear something flattering for you." She adds, "A 
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lot of people are trying to see what's healthy and better for people." This This This This 
outlook encourages girls to reach out and make friends. outlook encourages girls to reach out and make friends. outlook encourages girls to reach out and make friends. outlook encourages girls to reach out and make friends.     

Ella, on the other hand, portrays a harsh high school climate that discourages 
girls from feeling socially included: "The type of girls who some call nerds, the 
ones who always eat alone and in others' point of view hit their heads on 
lockers and snort, my guess is the pressure for them is fitting in. Every 
popular girl in school makes fun of them in different ways.” 

What Parents Can Do  
For parents who want to encourage their daughters' connections in school, try 
the following strategies:  

• Be a model of respect, cooperation, and positive behavior in all Be a model of respect, cooperation, and positive behavior in all Be a model of respect, cooperation, and positive behavior in all Be a model of respect, cooperation, and positive behavior in all 
interactions with the school. interactions with the school. interactions with the school. interactions with the school.     

• Show interest. Show interest. Show interest. Show interest.     
• Participate in school events. Participate in school events. Participate in school events. Participate in school events.     
• Maintain regular contact with teachers. Maintain regular contact with teachers. Maintain regular contact with teachers. Maintain regular contact with teachers.     
• Be present when things go wrong. Be present when things go wrong. Be present when things go wrong. Be present when things go wrong.     
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• Volunteer at school and support schoolVolunteer at school and support schoolVolunteer at school and support schoolVolunteer at school and support school    leaders.leaders.leaders.leaders.    

This all sounds good in theory. But in the real world, the guidelines for if, 
when, and how to get involved appropriately in your daughter's educational 
world are probably getting blurrier and more confusing by the day. For one, 
you may be finding that now that she is past the primary years, her school 
may not ask for your involvement or be as receptive to your requests. You 
probably have less contact with your daughter's various teachers. It also may 
be challenging to fully support your daughter's school if she is struggling 
academically or socially, if she and a teacher are clashing, or if you have 
philosophical differences with the administration.  

Your daughter, too, may be giving you different, more likely, mixed signals 
about how much she wants you involved in her school. The girl who used to 
enthuse about your being Class Mother, making costumes for the play may 
become apoplectic whenever you show up on school property. This attitude is a 
normal reflection of your adolescent daughter's need for autonomy, but doesn't 
have to exclude you from the information loop. 
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Perhaps a more delicate and tactful approach is neededPerhaps a more delicate and tactful approach is neededPerhaps a more delicate and tactful approach is neededPerhaps a more delicate and tactful approach is needed. Rather than being a 
weekly volunteer in the classroom, for example, you may have to find alternate 
(that is, behind-the-scenes) ways to stay involved and in the know, such as 
working at the book fair, editing the school newsletter, attending parent-
teacher organization meetings, volunteering backstage, or serving on the 
school council.  

It is still hard for parents to assess howhard for parents to assess howhard for parents to assess howhard for parents to assess how    a daughter's school culture influences a daughter's school culture influences a daughter's school culture influences a daughter's school culture influences 
her sense of self and ability to relate to others.her sense of self and ability to relate to others.her sense of self and ability to relate to others.her sense of self and ability to relate to others. It is a challenge to sift through 
a teen's complaints, problems, and hurt feelings to ferret out signs of 
potentially serious or pervasive discomfort. But the bottom line is, does your does your does your does your 
daughter believe she is in a caring place where teachers and administrators daughter believe she is in a caring place where teachers and administrators daughter believe she is in a caring place where teachers and administrators daughter believe she is in a caring place where teachers and administrators 
listen to studentslisten to studentslisten to studentslisten to students, take their concerns seriously, and are emotionally available 
to them?  

Pay close attention to what she reports during the school day, as well as what 
details she omits. Be especially alert to stories of striking inequality, incidents 
that make her feel stupid or insignificant, or her capitulation to policies or 
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values to which she is usually opposed. One surefire sign of an uncomfortable, 
if not harmful, situation is your daughter suddenly turning negative about is your daughter suddenly turning negative about is your daughter suddenly turning negative about is your daughter suddenly turning negative about 
school. school. school. school.     

There are times when it is necessary for parents to intervene. If your 
daughter's attempts to rectify problems with school personnel are 
unsatisfying--or, worse, if she feels dismissed or diminished--you may have to you may have to you may have to you may have to 
step in.step in.step in.step in.
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Maths and Science Do Matter for Girls    

Throughout the past decades, society has 
expected boys to excel in the "harder" classes 
(science and math) and girls in the "easier" ones 
(language and social studies). The fact is all 
areas of study can be hard or easy, depending 
on the individual child and her attitude. 
Another fact is that when it comes to the job 
market, graduates with a maths or science 
background can usually find better-paying jobs 
in more abundance. Women applicants, equipped with advanced matWomen applicants, equipped with advanced matWomen applicants, equipped with advanced matWomen applicants, equipped with advanced math or h or h or h or 
science skillsscience skillsscience skillsscience skills————especially in computer scienceespecially in computer scienceespecially in computer scienceespecially in computer science————can often write their own can often write their own can often write their own can often write their own 
tickets.tickets.tickets.tickets.    

Today's world is one where maths and science are becoming ever more 
important, especially for girls and their future career choices. The clock cannot 
be turned back, but parents can step up and make sure their daughters are parents can step up and make sure their daughters are parents can step up and make sure their daughters are parents can step up and make sure their daughters are 
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prepared for that challengeprepared for that challengeprepared for that challengeprepared for that challenge. That means they first have to lay the foundation 
for their girls to be maths- and science-ready every day. It all starts with you, It all starts with you, It all starts with you, It all starts with you, 
the parent.the parent.the parent.the parent. Yet no matter how gung-ho 
you are about maths and science, begin 
with what your daughter truly likes. It 
does no good cramming a liking for 
those subjects down her throat when 
she has a love for literature or history. 
This is about her life and her gifts.This is about her life and her gifts.This is about her life and her gifts.This is about her life and her gifts. 

Physically Ready for Maths and 
Science 

Studying maths and science takes a 
girl's full and nonstop concentration. 
There are no lulls in those classes as 
there may be in English when a teacher is likely to instruct his students to 
quietly read Act I of Romeo and Juliet or the next scenes in Williamson’s work. 
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So just as you would give your car a close checkup to ensure it is ready for a 
road trip, check to see if your daughter is at her best physically every day 
when she faces what could be her more difficult classes. You do that by closely 
examining the following: 

• Sleep sSleep sSleep sSleep schedule.chedule.chedule.chedule.    Establish your girl's proper Establish your girl's proper Establish your girl's proper Establish your girl's proper sleep patternsleep patternsleep patternsleep pattern    two weeks two weeks two weeks two weeks 
before school starts. Tired girls cannot concentrate as well as those who before school starts. Tired girls cannot concentrate as well as those who before school starts. Tired girls cannot concentrate as well as those who before school starts. Tired girls cannot concentrate as well as those who 
are well rested. are well rested. are well rested. are well rested.     

• Breakfast choices.Breakfast choices.Breakfast choices.Breakfast choices.    Girls who eat a Girls who eat a Girls who eat a Girls who eat a healthy breakfasthealthy breakfasthealthy breakfasthealthy breakfast    perform better in perform better in perform better in perform better in 
schools than those who do not eat one, or eat nothing but sugary cereals schools than those who do not eat one, or eat nothing but sugary cereals schools than those who do not eat one, or eat nothing but sugary cereals schools than those who do not eat one, or eat nothing but sugary cereals 
and candy. and candy. and candy. and candy.     
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Use your 
resourcefulness in 
handling any issues 
that crop up along 
those lines. Girls can 
take naps after school 
to add to their rest 
time. They can eat 
leftover cheese 
pizza—made with 
low-fat cheese—or a 
turkey sandwich with lettuce and tomato for breakfast. Or pack some food for pack some food for pack some food for pack some food for 
laterlaterlaterlater—to eat during break—if their stomach hasn't woken up yet. You don't 
have to limit her to the traditional breakfast foods. A daily quick jog around 
the block can do wonders physically, for both you and her. 
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Mentally Ready for Maths and 
Science 

Any time your daughter says 
something negative about science or 
maths, counter it immediately with a 
positive statement. If she says, "I'm 
just not good in science and math," 
say, "Nobody knows how good they are 
in anything unless they try their best. 
Let me help you." 

Then choose a deliberate course of 
action that may include the following plans: 

• Encourage her to join her school's math or science clubs. This works best Encourage her to join her school's math or science clubs. This works best Encourage her to join her school's math or science clubs. This works best Encourage her to join her school's math or science clubs. This works best 
if she and a friend sign up together. if she and a friend sign up together. if she and a friend sign up together. if she and a friend sign up together.     
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• Urge your daughter to become a lab assistant in her chemistry or physics Urge your daughter to become a lab assistant in her chemistry or physics Urge your daughter to become a lab assistant in her chemistry or physics Urge your daughter to become a lab assistant in her chemistry or physics 
class. Girls rarely volunteer, so challenge her to get out of her comfort class. Girls rarely volunteer, so challenge her to get out of her comfort class. Girls rarely volunteer, so challenge her to get out of her comfort class. Girls rarely volunteer, so challenge her to get out of her comfort 
zone. zone. zone. zone.     

• Provide her with a role model, a "cool" mathematician or scientist who Provide her with a role model, a "cool" mathematician or scientist who Provide her with a role model, a "cool" mathematician or scientist who Provide her with a role model, a "cool" mathematician or scientist who 
can mentor her. can mentor her. can mentor her. can mentor her.     

Not every girl is mentally 
geared toward these 
courses, so take into 
consideration your 
daughter's abilities and 
desires. 
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Robyn’s Tips for GirlsRobyn’s Tips for GirlsRobyn’s Tips for GirlsRobyn’s Tips for Girls    
I often joke that if girls had to rank their life needs in order of importance, the 

list would go something like this: 

Friends, Air, Water, Food, Phone, 

Computer. Truth is, I’m only half 

kidding. Relationships are at the 

core of girls’ psychological health. 

 

The ultimate prize of friendship in a 

girl’s world is the BFF or best friend 

forever. BFF’s are joined at the hip. 

They wear broken heart necklaces, 
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fantasize about living next door to each other in twenty years – you know the 

drill. 

But is there really such a thing as a BFF? Beginning around fourth grade, 

social politics say otherwise. As puberty arrives and girls start developing at 

wildly different speeds, friendships begin collapsing. 

Well into high school, you are as likely to see those BFF’s linking arms as you 

are to hear girls crying, “She stole her away from me,” “She won’t speak to me 

when the popular girl is around” and “She doesn’t play with me anymore at 

recess.” Those freshly besotted with shiny new BFF’s are googly-eyed and 

generally oblivious to their love-em-and-leave-em maneuvers. “Sometimes you 

just meet someone else and want to hang out with her,” a fifth grader gushed 

to me a few weeks ago. 
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When a supposedly BFF 

friendship ends, or changes, it 

can feel like the end of the world. 

Part of that is a genuine grief 

response, but I have found that 

girls often feel an additional 

layer of self-blame and despair 

that comes from unrealistic 

beliefs about friendship. 

Part of the problem is our culture: Girls grow up in a world that defines a good Girls grow up in a world that defines a good Girls grow up in a world that defines a good Girls grow up in a world that defines a good 

chunk of their value in terms of how many friends they havechunk of their value in terms of how many friends they havechunk of their value in terms of how many friends they havechunk of their value in terms of how many friends they have. As a result, they 

believe their job is to be liked (and befriended) by as many girls as possible. 

Anything short of that, and you’re failing at being a girl – or what I call a Good 

Girl. 
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When it comes to the BFF, girls are sold a bill of goods about friendship that 

looks a lot like the rubbish we’re told about romance: There’s one person out 

there who is our match, and we’ll live happily ever after. The relationship with 

The One is supposed to be blissful, conflict-free and permanent. As a result, 

girls wind up with wildly unrealistic expectations about themselves and their 

relationships. And they blame themselves when reality bites, and the 

relationships shift or end. 

As a parent, one way to combat these 

destructive myths is to turn to the world 

of dating. If you think about it, we have 

some very fair expectations in that 

department. Somehow, we know that 

the process of finding our mate won’t be 

easy. We generally expect not to fall in 

love with the person we’ll end up with 
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on the first date. We realize we are likely to be dumped at some point and just 

as likely to reject someone ourselves. 

Although we may blame ourselves when we’re broken up with, we sense that 

it’s part of life. How do we know? Every other song on the radio is about it, and 

there are a slew of books and articles at the ready to nurse us through the 

heartbreak. Most of us adults have learned, 

through experience or observation, that 

relationships come and go, people change, and, 

well, bad things happen. 

Girls lack any such perspective about their 

friendships. There are no songs on the radio 

about being ditched by your best friend. To the 

contrary, almost every film they see about 

aggression in girls is a comedy. 
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As a parent, you can provide a much needed dose of rcan provide a much needed dose of rcan provide a much needed dose of rcan provide a much needed dose of realityealityealityeality by keeping your 

daughter’s expectations about relationship fair. As always, empathy is crucial. 

After you hug her and tell her how sorry you are, consider some of these more 

realistic takes on friendship… 

Robyn’s Tip - Expressing Feelings Doesn’t MExpressing Feelings Doesn’t MExpressing Feelings Doesn’t MExpressing Feelings Doesn’t Make You Weakake You Weakake You Weakake You Weak 

Do you avoid telling friends you’re upset 

because you fear being seen as weak or 

overly sensitive? Remember: mature 

relationships happen between two unique 

individuals, with different values & needs. 

Difference is the default, not the problem. 

It’s also what makes connection healthy & 

interesting. As always, it’s not what you 

say, it’s how you say it. 
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Robyn’s Tip - Being Strong Doesn’t Mean Being InvulnerableBeing Strong Doesn’t Mean Being InvulnerableBeing Strong Doesn’t Mean Being InvulnerableBeing Strong Doesn’t Mean Being Invulnerable 

Letting your guard down with a friend and sharing feelings is a way of 

trusting someone with a different kind of secret about yourself. A door opens 

that allows for a deeper, more honest connection. The cost of silence is that a 

door can close, as if one person is keeping a secret from the other. Remember 

that being strong doesn’t mean being invulnerable. 

Robyn’s Tip - Do You Expect Too Much From Your Friendships?Do You Expect Too Much From Your Friendships?Do You Expect Too Much From Your Friendships?Do You Expect Too Much From Your Friendships? 

In the dating world, we know we’ll date and dump (and be dumped). We don’t 

think we’ll find the love of our lives on the first try. Why do we expect this 

from our friendships? We won’t love and be loved, forever, with no issues. 90% 

of your BFF’s will only be BF’s. Let’s get reasonable about friendship 

expectations and stop blaming ourselves when things don’t work out. 
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Robyn’s Tip - Difficult Conversations Take PracticeDifficult Conversations Take PracticeDifficult Conversations Take PracticeDifficult Conversations Take Practice 

We don’t wake up one day knowing how to have difficult conversations. It’s a 

skill, like riding a bike, and it takes practice. The next time you have to 

confront someone, practice first. Coach someone you trust to react and play out 

a scene. You’ll be calmer and smarter in the real moment. And hey, if Serena 

can do it on Gossip Girl (in the recent episode when she sat with Rufus and 

practiced telling her Mom she didn’t want to go to Brown), you can, too. 

Robyn’s Tip - Disagreeing Doesn’t Mean DisconnectingDisagreeing Doesn’t Mean DisconnectingDisagreeing Doesn’t Mean DisconnectingDisagreeing Doesn’t Mean Disconnecting 

When a friend has a different opinion, do you feel a sudden distance from the 

friend? Some of us need to feel “exactly alike” in order to feel close. The feeling 

that we must agree in order to connect can be dangerous for women and girls, 

both at work and in friendship. Separating issues from relationship is key to 

maintaining independence, integrity and mature, healthy relationships. 
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Robyn’s Tip - Are You Apologizing for the Wrong Reasons?Are You Apologizing for the Wrong Reasons?Are You Apologizing for the Wrong Reasons?Are You Apologizing for the Wrong Reasons? 

Are you apologizing for the wrong reasons? If you do it to repair the 

relationship or rehab your rep, you might not really mean it – and that can 

cause resentment in you and others later. You also might end up owning 

something you didn’t do, sending a message that others can take advantage. 

Check in with yourself: Do you really feel remorse? Remember: apologies are 

not tools. 

Robyn’s Tip - Moving Beyond a MistakeMoving Beyond a MistakeMoving Beyond a MistakeMoving Beyond a Mistake 

When we take a wrong turn, whether small or 

life-altering, what matters most is having 

enough faith in ourselves to move beyond it. 

To take the next step, we must believe we 

have the potential to do it better somewhere, 

or with someone, else. Don’t just see yourself 
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with a different friend, or a problem solved; believe you deserve one. Begin 

from yourself and for yourself. 

Robyn’s Tip - Using Silence as a WeaponUsing Silence as a WeaponUsing Silence as a WeaponUsing Silence as a Weapon 

When a friend disappoints you, silence can feel easiest. Maybe I won’t return 

that call & avoid a bigger flare-up. But silence is a weapon, too, even more 

powerful because of its ability to make the other person obsess over it. It’s easy 

to assume she doesn’t notice your silence, or care, but that’s almost never the 

case. Remember the power of your silence. An empty space can be the most 

painful. 

Robyn’s Tip - Are You a “Mean Girl” for Speaking Your Mind?Are You a “Mean Girl” for Speaking Your Mind?Are You a “Mean Girl” for Speaking Your Mind?Are You a “Mean Girl” for Speaking Your Mind?    

So many girls I meet worry about being perceived as “mean” if they speak 

their minds to friends. My advice: Sometimes, no matter how polite you are, 

other people label you “mean.” You might be saying something they don’t want 

to hear. They may not be used to honest conversation. It’s up to you to decide 
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whether what’s in your heart must be spoken, and is more important than 

what the other person thinks. 

Robyn’s Tip - Use Your BFF VoiceUse Your BFF VoiceUse Your BFF VoiceUse Your BFF Voice 

Have you ever noticed how much easier it can be to 

believe the worst about yourself? So much harder, 

isn’t it, to stand up for the best part of you. That’s why 

I teach girls the BFF voice: in your worst moments, 

talk back to yourself in the voice of your best friend. If 

YOU can’t do it, imagine what your best friend would 

say! If you find yourself sliding into negative self-talk, 

fight back with that BFF voice. 
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Robyn’s Tip - Do You Like the Person, or Just Want to be Liked?Do You Like the Person, or Just Want to be Liked?Do You Like the Person, or Just Want to be Liked?Do You Like the Person, or Just Want to be Liked? 

Good Girls are taught to value ourselves by how well-liked we are. When we 

meet a new person, many of us automatically try to be liked — before we’ve 

even decided what WE think of the new person. Next time you meet someone, 

watch yourself to see if you do this. Claim your Real Girl self by pausing to 

decide what YOU think first. 

 

Robyn’s Tip - “Pushing” in ConflictPushing” in ConflictPushing” in ConflictPushing” in Conflict 

Place the palms of your hands against someone else’s and push. The other 

person almost always pushes back. It’s instinct to defend ourselves, & the 

same is true in conflict. You can reduce pushing in conflict by avoiding 

sentences that start with “You” & naming your feelings. Try to stay away from 

“angry” or “annoyed.” Go deeper: are you hurt? Anxious? Push less & increase 

your skillfulness in relationship. 
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Robyn’s Tip - BFF + F?BFF + F?BFF + F?BFF + F? 

Do threesomes work? I think trying to be BFF with more than one person gets 

weird. Someone’s always left out. Is it against “nature” to try to be more than 

one person’s #1? Or can it work? Does it make friends compete, even if they 

don’t admit it? What’s your experience? 

Robyn’s Tip - Women Don’t AskWomen Don’t AskWomen Don’t AskWomen Don’t Ask 

We know “women don’t ask.” We may not 

ask for what we need (an apology or 

change in behavior), or what we want (a 

raise or picking the movie). We usually 

assume it’s because we can’t: we’re afraid 

or unable. I think it’s because we don’t 

deserve to ask. When you find yourself 

holding back your need or your desire, 
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ask yourself why. How much do you believe you deserve? 

Robyn’s Tip - Respect Your FeelingsRespect Your FeelingsRespect Your FeelingsRespect Your Feelings 

How do you talk to yourself about your emotions? We often criticize ourselves 

when we get upset. “I’m just being too sensitive.” “I’m making too big a deal 

out of this.” Are we? Pressure on girls to be nice can make it seem “wrong” to 

have negative feelings. There’s no right or wrong when it comes to emotions. 

Our feelings make us who we are. We respect ourselves when we respect our 

feelings. Try it today. 

Robyn’s Tip - What Message Do You Send?What Message Do You Send?What Message Do You Send?What Message Do You Send? 

A lot of girls tell me their friendship problems are unavoidable. I disagree. 

Every day, our actions teach our friends who we are and how we want to be 

treated. When we say “yes” too often – to plans we don’t want to make, 

mistakes we shouldn’t overlook – we train our friends that it’s okay to 
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continue. Think about a close friendship: what message have you sent? We 

have more power than we think. 

Robyn’s Tip - I’m So StuI’m So StuI’m So StuI’m So Stupidpidpidpid 

I’m so fat. I’m so stupid. How often do you put yourself down in front of others? 

Girl Code says we can’t openly own our strengths. Some think we are harsh on 

ourselves to get a compliment or attention. Eventually, we might believe it. 

Try saying “thank you” the next time you get a compliment. Monitor your self 

for the next 24 hrs & cultivate awareness. Remember, girls are listening. 

 

Robyn’s Tip - Own Your StrengthsOwn Your StrengthsOwn Your StrengthsOwn Your Strengths 

Ask a group of 1st grade girls who the best runner in the class is & they’ll point 

to themselves. By high school, many girls fear owning their strengths. They 

worry they’ll get called conceited. The cost comes when young women don’t 
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advocate for promotions and salary increases. Get clear on your talents and 

find places to own them. It’s not bragging, I promise. It’s the rules of Real 

World success. 

Robyn’s Tip - Compromise in FriendshipCompromise in FriendshipCompromise in FriendshipCompromise in Friendship 

Teach girls the word “compromise.” You get 

something you want, and I get something, too. 

We both win a little. Teach relationship 

problem solving this way: what’s one thing 

you can ask for, and one thing you can give? 

Practice compromising at home. Build this 

muscle in girls, and she’ll have a tool she can 

use in every area of life. 
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Robyn’s Tip - Building Emotional IntelligenceBuilding Emotional IntelligenceBuilding Emotional IntelligenceBuilding Emotional Intelligence 

Emotions are a powerful channel to the authentic self, and you can increase a 

girl’s emotional vocabulary by using more emotion words in front of her. If 

you’re anxious, excited, worried, or happy, say so. Try to avoid saying “I’m 

fine” and “good” to describe how you’re feeling, and ask her to do the same. 

Robyn’s Tip - Goof Off…and Find Goof Off…and Find Goof Off…and Find Goof Off…and Find 

YourselfYourselfYourselfYourself 

Girls of all ages say they can 

truly be themselves when they’re 

being silly. Goof off with the girl 

in your life today. 

 


